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membership and trade show booth online saves time for exhibitors, and allows them to select their 
own booth location. Nearly 60% of exhibitors registered for the Trade Show via Booth Boss, a vendor-
contracted online registration system.    About 18% of Associate Members paid WSCGA membership 
online via credit card in the first year this service was offered.  

Also new in 2015, Marshfield Clinic – National Farm Medicine Center provided a free skin cancer 
screening clinic for all event participants. After providing only an age range, residence zip code and 
category of occupation information, booth visitors received a free analysis of any skin concerns with 
8 doctors and dermatology specialists from Marshfield Clinic.  Free skin care products and sun hats 
were provided to booth attendees.  

Trade show time was also increased for Cranberry School attendees, after the morning Opening 
Session.  For maximum flexibility, the extra time allowed school registrants to visit exhibits prior to 
the start of the Cranberry School from 8:00 to 9:00 am, during scheduled breaks, and during the 
3 designated lunch times.  Trade Show exhibitors provided samples, demonstration, shared new 
materials, exhibited on-site equipment, and introduced new products and services.  

Summer Trade Show
The 2015 Summer Trade Show was held in conjunction with the WSCGA Summer Meeting and Field 
Day at Wisconsin River Cranberries in Nekoosa, WI.  The trade show include both indoor and outdoor 
booths with 87 total booth spaces occupied for the event on August 5.The Summer Trade Show is the 
largest grower event held by the WSCGA.

ANNUAL MEETING 

January 20, 2016

Agenda

     1:00 PM Call to Order

 Minutes from the 2015 Summer Meeting 

  •  Tyler Walker, Secretary

 Election of Directors 

  •  John Stauner, Chair - Nominating Committee

 Report of the President 

   •  Mark Mahoney

 Report of the Executive Director 

  •  Tom Lochner

 Special Presentations:

 WSCGA Public Policy Program Strategies, Tactics and Action 

 WSCGA Communications Programs – Setting the Stage for a   

 Positive Image for Cranberry Growing in Wisconsin 

  •  Kris Naidl, Laughlin Constable 

  •  Kathryn Whitlock, Laughlin Constable

 Report of Committees

 Other Business

     2:30 PM Adjourn
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A demonstration of an nmanned Aerial ehicle A  was provided by Brian Luck of W Extension.  
pdates and presentations were provided by W researchers Amaya Atucha, Jed Colquhoun, Jack Perry 

and Beth Workmaster.  Crop consultants also provided observations from the field. 

Summer Meeting, Field Day and Trade Show
The 128th Summer Annual Meeting, Field Day and Trade Show was held at the Wisconsin River 
Cranberry in Nekoosa. With beautiful summer weather and a great turn-out, this year s event was hosted 
by Bill Wolfe and his marsh staff. An estimated crowd of nearly 1,000 people attended and participated 
in the event. Marsh bus tours were held from 9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.  There were also 3 mini sessions for 
growers to attend and 87 on-site exhibits. More than 800 lunches were served between 11:00 a.m. and 
1:00 p.m.

WSCGA NEWS
Each month members of the WSCGA are provided with up to date information on the cranberry industry, 
news, activities and anything that would be of interest to the growers of Wisconsin s number one fruit 
crop.  WSCGA coordinates the publication of the newsletter and solicits articles from a cross section of 
organizations and individuals.  The S is distributed in both print and electronic form with over 500 
people on the subscription list.

Weather Forecasting
The Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. has provided funding for weather forecasting services for decades.  
WSCGA administers the program for the industry.  Working with forecasters from Great Lakes Weather 
Services daily forecasts are available online and via a toll free number.  The forecasts are specific to 
cranberry farms and are an important tool for growers as they make decisions about management 
practices such as frost protection.  The forecasts are available April 15 through October 31.

Associate Member Programs
The WSCGA has an active program for the businesses that support the industry in the state. 
Associate Membership in WSCGA allows these companies to participate in a wide variety of marketing 
opportunities.  The most popular are the Winter and Summer Trade Shows, Advertising programs in the 
WSCGA S and the Summer Meeting publications. Associate members are also actively involved in 
industry events such as the annual Cranberry Open Golf Outing and the Sporting Clays Shoot.   
A committee of the Associate membership works with WSCGA Staff to develop and conduct these 
programs.  ighlights for 2015 include:

er Trade Show
The event conducted in conjunction with the Wisconsin Cranberry School and the WSCGA Winter 
Meeting, the 2015 Trade show was held on Wednesday, January 21 at the oliday Inn otel and 
Convention Center in Stevens Point WI.  The 2015 show included 9  exhibitors at the event – 
including 8 new exhibitors.  In addition to the Expo Room and Main allway, exhibitor booth space 
was provided in the commons area adjacent to school session meeting rooms.  All exhibitors are 
Associate Members of the WSCGA. 

This was also the first year the WSCGA offered online trade show registration AND membership 
payment via credit card for all WSCGA new and renewing members.  Paying for WSCGA 

GA u er Mee ng M nu e   Augu  , 201
n n er ran erry any   Ne a, I

The 2015 Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association Summer Meeting was called to order by 
President Mark Mahoney on Wednesday - August 5, 2015 at 1:30 p.m. at Wisconsin River Cranberry 
Company in Nekoosa, Wisconsin.  Mark Mahoney welcomed the growers in attendance, and thanked 
the host marsh staff and WSCGA staff, including Tom Lochner, Susan DeRouchey, Crystal Johnston, and 
Tod Planer for coordinating the Summer Field Day event, along with the WSCGA Education Committee 
members.  A recognition plaque was then presented to Bill Wolfe, owner of Wisconsin River Cranberry 
for hosting this year s Field Day event.  

ya y - The Cranberry Festival Royalty group from Warrens, WI was introduced by Mark Mahoney.  
Members introduced themselves and shared information about the upcoming Warrens CranFest.  
Members included:
 -  Princess Olivia Engel
 -  Princess Tatiana Briggs
 -  ueen Brielle Lueck

e a  Gue   Mark Mahoney introduced special guests attending the event and in the audience, 
including: 
 -  Jeffrey Lyon, Wisconsin DATCP Deputy Secretary
 -  Juli Speck, Wisconsin DATCP
 -  Dan Smith, Wisconsin DATCP
 -  MaryAnn Lippert, Wisconsin Dept. of Administration 
 -  Dan Baumann, Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources
 -  Katherine andenBosch, W Madison CALS Dean 
 -  Nancy anderMeer, Legislator

e re ary  e r   Mark Mahoney referred to the 2015 Winter Meeting Minutes printed on pages 5 -
55 in the Summer Field Day Meeting Program Book.   Nodji anWychen moved and David Amundson 
seconded a motion to waive reading of the January 21, 2015 Meeting minutes, and to approve minutes 
as printed.  Motion carried.  

GA ard Me er   Mark Mahoney introduced to the audience each member of the WSCGA 
Board of Directors, including: 
 -  Tom Gardner, ice President
 -  Tyler Walker, Secretary
 -  John Stauner, Treasurer
 -  David Amundson

Mar  e gn n  Mark Mahoney noted that each year at the Field Day event, the WSCGA 
recognizes marsh milestone anniversaries.  In recognition of the 75th anniversary of the Gottschalk 
Cranberry marsh in Wisconsin Rapids, President Mahoney made a plaque presentation to Guy 
Gottschalk and daughter, Fawn Gottschalk, and indicated the Gottschalk Cranberry would be the host of 
the 2020 Summer Field Day Meeting, in honor of their 80th year marsh anniversary.

-  Nicole ansen
-  Mike Moss
-  Karl Pippenger
-  Carl Salzwedel
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Additional sessions provided information on truck maintenance, welding tips  techniques  equipment, 
safety on the marsh and around the shop, how to maintain stored diesel fuel quality, and opportunities for 
adopting new technologies in cranberry farming.   A grower panel session focused on irrigation decision-
making tools for growers.

At the Thursday, January 22 Cranberry School luncheon, WSCGA Board President Mark Mahoney 
presented two special anniversary awards to W guests.  The first award, in honor of the 125th 
anniversary of the W Madison College of Agricultural  Life Sciences CALS  was presented to 
Katherine Kate  an den Bosch, Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences at W-Madison.   
A second award was presented to Irwin Goldman, Dean of the School of orticulture at W Madison.  
Both organizations were recognized for the 125 years of Positive Contributions to the Citizens of the 
State of Wisconsin, and to the Agriculture and Cranberry Industry.

Nutrient Management Training Sessions eld A ril 
In mid-April, about 50 people attended 
the Nutrient Management training 
sessions held at two locations and  
co-sponsored by the WSCGA, SDA  
NRCS and W Extension.

The full-day workshop in Wisconsin 
Rapids was designed to help cranberry 
farmers write their own nutrient 
management plans to meet DATCP 
requirements.  Wisconsin DATCP 
also requires that farmers complete a 
department-approved training course at 
least once every four years to maintain 
their qualification.   

alf-day nutrient management sessions were held in Tomah and Wisconsin Rapids, for those seeking 
refresher training on the topics.  

Presentations were provided by Patrick Murphy, Jon Field, and Tom Frederickson from the NRCS, along 
with Leroy Kummer from Ocean Spray Cranberries and Amaya Atucha from W Extension.  Since the 
start of the program more than 00 growers have participated in the training to become qualified to write 
a nutrient management plan for their farm.  

Early Season Grower Wor sho s eld A ril 
The WSCGA and WE  co-sponsored two early season grower workshops – one at Beltz Cranberry in 
Warrens, and the other at Elm Lake Cranberry in Wisconsin Rapids on Wednesday, April 22.  More than 
125 participants attended the two workshops, available to growers at no charge.  

These events are held each spring to update growers on new management practices and strategies for 
the growing season, review of winter impacts on crop, new crop production tools available, and informal 
discussions on the 2015 growing season.  Topics included Bravo restrictions  possible replacement 
options, growing degree day calculator, virus research updates, weed management strategies, 
pollination, cold hardiness and root physiology.

E e u e re r  e r   President Mahoney invited Tom Lochner to present his Executive 
Director s report to the members.  Lochner thanked Bill Wolfe and his crew at Wisconsin River Cranberry 
for hosting the Summer Field Day meeting and the WSCGA staff of Susan De Rouchey, Crystal Johnston 
and Tod Planer for the event support.  e also expressed his appreciation to the W Extension faculty, to 
Matt Lippert, and to the other members of the Education Committee for their leadership and participation 
in providing the mini-clinics.  Lochner also thanked the WSCGA Associate Members who were exhibiting, 
as well as the on-site vendors and Baum s Mercantile, and the WSCGA Grower Members in attendance 
for their support.  

Lochner provided a short summary and brief remarks on four primary topics of interest to Wisconsin 
Growers:  
 -  Legislative – state budget, W projects and positions
 -  Water – ground water and high capacity wells
 -  Pollination – restrictions on use of pesticides
 -  Research – WSCGAs capital campaign goal of 750,000 for a long-term sustainable  
    research facility.

Leader  a  In r du n  - Mark Mahoney introduced Greg Fanning of the WCREF Cranberry 
Leadership Development Committee.  Fanning introduced members of the WCREF Leadership 
Development Committee, who worked together to plan the third-year sessions for the Cranberry 
Leadership Development Program CLDP .  In addition to Fanning, committee members include:  Nodji 

an Wychen, Fawn Gottschalk, Jeff opkins, Jenna an Wychen, and Amy Gebhardt.  Next, Fanning 
asked members of the third leadership class to join him at the front of the room for introduction of:  Justin 

enry, David Bartling, John Duckart, Gabriella Liddane, John Moss, Beth Oemichen, Mike McElroy, Jeff 
Peterson, Cardell Potter, Adam Smedbron, Theo Olson, and Danielle Faber.

Mark Mahoney then invited Jon Field, the NRCS District Conservationist and Cranberry Liaison from 
Juneau County to say a few words.  Field indicated that Nutrient Management planning work continues 
and cranberry growers are asked to work with their local NRCS  SDA office representatives going 
forward.  e also indicated the next deadline for the E IP program applications is October 2.

d u ne  - None

Ne  u ne  – Mark Mahoney announced that Jim Peterson, the industry icon known to many as 
Mr. Cranberry  is planning to retire after 8 years with Ocean Spray Cranberries at the end of August.  

In recognition of his many cranberry industry contributions, WSCGA and the Board of Directors provided 
Jim Peterson with a fishing pole, as a gift of appreciation, to enjoy in his retirement.  President Mahoney 
also presented a plaque with special recognition to Jim Peterson, featuring a certificate granting lifetime 
permission for Peterson to fish on more than 50 WSCGA owner member marsh properties.  Jim Peterson 
noted that it seemed fitting to announce his retirement at Wisconsin River Cranberry, since Bill Wolfe s 
father, Lloyd Wolfe, originally hired Jim Peterson at Ocean Spray Cranberries 8 years ago in 1967.

Ad urn en  - There being no further business, Mark Mahoney entertained a motion to adjourn.  David 
Amundson made a motion to adjourn the meeting.  Tom Gardner seconded the motion.  All were in favor 
and motion carried.  
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e ear  r gra   201
esearch Coordination and Administration

Although the WSCGA does not have a direct research program it does provide administrative services to 
the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc.  nder this agreement WSCGA provides the needed administrative 
services for the WCB.  This allows WCB to maximize its investment in research, education and promotion 
programs on behalf of the Wisconsin growers.  WCB is able to hold down administrative costs by sharing 
these expenses with the association.

As part of this service the WSCGA also works with other cranberry groups to coordinate research 
activities to avoid duplication, create synergies and partnerships to maximize the investments by growers.  

Education Program ighlights  
Education is a major component of the WSCGA Mission.  The organization s Education Committee works 
throughout the year to present programs for growers on improving management practices with the goal of 
allowing growers to operate their farms in an economically sustainable manner.

Wisconsin Cranberry School
The 2015 Wisconsin Cranberry School was held at the oliday Inn otel  Convention Center in Stevens 
Point, WI.  With more than 00 registrants, the event provided educational sessions, an interactive 
grower management session, and a forum for growers and related affiliates to exchange ideas and best 
practices in the cranberry industry.  The School is the signature education event for the WSCGA.  

The annual program is sponsored as a collaborative effort by the Wisconsin Cranberry Research  
Education Foundation WCREF , the Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association, and  

W-Extension. 

A Pesticide Applicator Training and Certification PAT  session with information and exam was provided 
on-site as a one-stop convenience to growers by Wood County Extension, and facilitated by Matt Lippert. 

A legislative counsel update presentation was made by Jordan Lamb from DeWitt, Ross  Stevens of 
Madison, and a communications and public relations presentation was provided by Mikaela Balfany of 
Laughlin Constable, Milwaukee.   A popular session utilizing live CLKR technology provided growers with 
insights into industry management practices.  A range of questions were posed to the audience  growers 
responded with their respective answers on the hand-held device, and could see an immediate summary 
of the results, which showed the percentages for each answer of each question.  

Presentations by session speakers covered a diverse array of topics, from plant and insect phenology 
to cranberry variety improvement research, from cranberry virus and disease issues to the cranberry 
genetics and genomic program, from soil moisture monitoring to nutrient management and honeybee 
hive location research.  There were also update research sessions on cranberry varieties and their 
resistance to insect pests, carnivorous arthropods activity after spring floods, fungicide applications effect 
on bee fidelity, pheromone mating  moth birth control in cranberries, cranberry pesticides update reports, 
and problematic weed management strategies.  

re den  Me age  Mar  Ma ney
Welcome to the WSCGA 2016 Winter Meeting and Trade Show. The next two days provide a great 
opportunity to catch up with growers, take advantage of the educational opportunities, and show support 
for Associate Members by stopping by their booths.

Thank you to everyone that has worked so hard to put this event together. It is the efforts of many 
including the WSCGA staff, education committee volunteers, sponsors, presenters, and others that make 
these two days a success. our commitment to the industry is evident and serves us all well.

With each New ear we are provided an opportunity to look individually and at our businesses with a 
fresh perspective and choose if we want to change our approach moving forward. Whether or not we 
choose to make changes about how we proceed, one thing I strongly believe is that when we move 
forward together we are stronger and more effective than if we choose go at it alone.

The WSCGA takes action for the growers, moving forward working together. The WSCGA is a solid 
organization with a highly talented staff and committed grower and associate members that are willing to 
volunteer their time on the board, committees, grower panels, meeting with legislators, and by taking any 
other action that benefits the membership, Wisconsin growers, and the industry.

A great example of what happens when any industry works together, the WSCGA has always worked 
hard and will continue to work hard on the behalf of its membership as we continue to face new 
challenges.

Thank you for your continued support and membership. Enjoy the meeting.

r  e E e u e re r  T  L ner
This past year has been, as always, a challenging year for the industry and the WSCGA.  The end of the 
year saw a flurry of activities that will need continued work in the coming years.  Threatened cancellations 
of important pest control products or significant restrictions on their use will be in front of us.  Grower 
returns are always a challenge and building markets and increasing prices to profitable levels will be the 
highest priority for everyone in the industry.  

We also see dramatic changes proposed for the niversity of Wisconsin and the research and Extension 
programs that are a major part of the success of the industry here in the state.  Maintaining the integrity 
of the team that has been assembled to work on your behalf will be a priority for WSCGA as well.

But even with the problems we face, I have to remain positive about where we are headed.

First of all, I have been able to spend time with the third class of the Wisconsin Cranberry Leadership 
Development Program.  As was the case with the previous two groups, the class is a great source of 
energy for those of us who have had the opportunity to work with them.  The individuals are genuinely 
interested and enthusiastic about the industry, its future and taking on leadership roles in helping to 
positively impact that future.

I also have the opportunity to work with a number of committees that are also dedicated to the 
organization and the industry.  They give freely of their time to develop and implement programs for 
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Web and Social Media
Laughlin Constable manages the WSCGAs website and social media accounts, including Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest and ouTube, on an ongoing basis. This includes reviewing and updating the website  
to keep it fresh and relevant. Laughlin Constable also works to make sure there is consistently new 
content on the WSCGAs social media channels and coordinates sponsored posts to boost engagement. 
With the addition of paid Facebook posts in 2015, WSCGAs fan engagement grew exponentially.  
The WSCGAs presence on social media continues to help communicate industry news, build and 
maintain relationships with partners and loyalists, and introduce more fans to cranberries and how they 
can be enjoyed year-round. 

erry ealth ene ts Sym osium
The National Berry Crops Initiative held its 2015 Berry ealth Benefits Symposium in Madison in 
October. The event hosted hundreds of berry health researchers and berry producers from around the 
world. WSCGA had a booth on site where attendees could learn about the cranberry industry. In addition 
WSCGA sponsored the event s Wisconsin Cranberry Discovery Tour held on the final day of the event, 
which Laughlin Constable helped to coordinate. About 60 people joined the tour, where they were able 
to see a traditional harvest, a fresh fruit harvest and a receiving station. The event was successful 
in educating an important group of researchers and product manufacturers on the importance of the 
cranberry industry in Wisconsin and the role it plays worldwide. 

Fall ar est Media elations 
Each year, Laughlin Constable assists with the WSCGAs media efforts surrounding the annual cranberry 
harvest. This year s media strategy focused on generating media interest in several different key news 
items: the announcement of crop projection figures  the national Berry ealth Benefits Symposium being 
held in Wisconsin  a Mexican food buyers tour of Wisconsin s cranberry country  and a visit from the 

W Chancellor to the marshes. Laughlin Constable also helped to coordinate additional harvest photo, 
tour and information requests from media, including interview requests from NPR, pworthy, NBC and 
many other local, regional and national outlets. The media relations effort resulted in more than 62 million 
impressions.

W ar est Promotion
In addition to WSCGAs sponsorship 
of W Athletics, this year Laughlin 
Constable assisted the Association in 
helping to leverage the W partnership 
to create interest in and buzz surrounding 
the cranberry industry and how it works 
together with the niversity. The effort was 
threefold, and included a visit from W 
Chancellor Rebecca Blank to the marshes 
to help strengthen the relationship between 

W and the cranberry industry  the creation 
of a giant Motion W out of cranberries, 
photos of which were used on social media and framed and presented to the chancellor  and 
collaboration with W Communications and the Chancellor s Office to create social chatter surrounding 
the W vs. Rutgers football game.

WSCGA.  They, too, show a genuine enthusiasm for the future of cranberry growing in Wisconsin.

There is then the members who commit resources and support for WSCGA.  The decision to invest in 
WSCGA is directly connected to the return we provide.  Our commitment is to make sure we do justify 
that trust.

I also have the pleasure to work with a great staff and team of consultants who are dedicated to the 
industry and our members.  Whether it involves a legislative issue or communications opportunity there 
are people who are creative in solving member problems.

And finally, I get to work with boards of directors who challenge you to be your best.  They provide great 
leadership and common sense to make sure that we keep our eyes on our mission, to serve you the 
WSCGA Member.  

GA Annua  e r
The Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association was formed in 1887 to serve the state s newly 
emerging cranberry industry.   Some 128 years later, the organization continues to work to meet its 
mission of providing quality programs for members to enable the industry to prosper.

WSCGA is organized as a non-profit, non-stock corporation governed by a nine-member Board of 
Directors.  The board is advised by a number of committees and working groups on topics ranging from 
Public Policy to Promotion, Grower and Public Education.  The association employs professional staff 
and consultants.   The board, committees, staff and consultants work together as a team to develop and 
implement programs and policy for the organization.  

The 2015 annual report highlights activities by the association on behalf of its membership throughout 
the course of the year.  These successes are due to the hard work of the grower and associate members 
who volunteer their time and talent to work with the Association s professional staff and contractors to 
advance the mission of the organization.  We hope all growers and members of the industry will thank 
those who continue to work on their behalf and to join the WSCGA in these efforts.  

T E TEAM    GA ard  re r  201  
Mar  Mahoney, President
Mark joined the board in 2011 and is part owner of Owen Rock Cranberries in Adams County, which 
served as the host site for the 2012 Summer Meeting, Field Day and Trade Show.  e serves on the 
Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee, Administration Committee, Personnel Committee, 
and Research Committee.  e was elected ice President in 2012.

Tom Gardner  ice President
Tom is part of Gardner Cranberry and ay Creek Cranberry located near Pittsville.  Tom joined the 
board in 2012.  e serves on the Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee, and is Chair of the 
Nominating Committee.  
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randing
Because of the increased event presence and sampling opportunities, 
Laughlin Constable assisted WSCGA with the creation of a pop-up tent 
and banners that would help to brand the space and create attention 
for Wisconsin Cranberries. These were used at Badger Football and 
Basketball games, CrazyLegs, the Berry ealth Benefits Symposium  
and more.

Additionally, Laughlin Constable helped to create a new cranberry mascot that 
could further draw attention to the brand. The new mascot, which made its 
debut at the Wisconsin State Fair, is a more modern and much more wearer-
friendly update to the old mascot. To generate  
some additional attention for the new mascot,  
a naming contest was held on Facebook for fans  
of Wisconsin Cranberries to get involved.  
The winning name  Ruby. 

Lastly, Laughlin Constable continued to build off of last year s effort 
to develop a brand identity for the cranberry industry in Wisconsin 
through the creation of the general Wisconsin Cranberries  logo 
and the Made With Wisconsin Cranberries MWWC  logo. This 
year, the MWWC logo was officially launched when the O  Danish 
Bakery came on board as the first partner. The launch included 
a traditional media push, as well as Kringle giveaways on social 
media, and various other cross-promotional opportunities. abelman 
Bros. Company also came on board as a partner and already uses 
the Wisconsin Cranberries logo on its Naturipe packaging. As the 
Association s marketing partners grow, both consumer facing logos 
will continue to be used more.

Wisconsin State Fair 
For more than a decade, Laughlin Constable has coordinated media efforts 
for the WSCGA booth at the Wisconsin State Fair. The 2015 effort featured 
the now year-old mini marsh built specially for the Fair, which includes a 
flooded marsh on one side and real vines on the other. 

After hearing negative feedback from fair-goers about the absence of food 
in 201 , Laughlin Constable worked with WSCGA to bring back limited food 
sales. Products for sale included two flavors of Cran-on-a-Stick – traditional 
and coconut, the now-famous Cranberry and White Chocolate  
Chunk Cookies, plus single-serve bottles of cranberry juice  
cocktail and PACt water. 

In addition, other Fair promotional efforts included media drops to radio and T  stations 
on site, media interviews, social media ads, and a Charlie and the Chocolate Factory-
style contest, which challenged fair-goers to find the Golden Ticket  in their Cran-on-a-
Stick to win cranberries for a year. 

Tyler Wal er  Secretary
Tyler works with his family at Walker Cranberry Company in the town of Cranmoor, west of Wisconsin 
Rapids.  e was elected to the board in 2011.  e serves on the Public Policy and Environmental Affairs 
Committee and the Nominating Committee.  e also serves on the Wisconsin Cranberry Research and 
Education Foundation Cranberry Leadership Development Committee. 

ohn Stauner, Treasurer
John owns and operates James Lake Farm near Three Lakes, Wisconsin.  John was elected to the board 
in 2008 and Treasurer in 2012.  e chairs the Administration Committee, while also serving on a number 
of working groups.

Da id Amundson
David s family operations, Wisconsin Moss Company and Amundson Cranberry, are located outside 
of Babcock where he farms with his wife, Jill.  David was elected to the board in 2009, served as ice 
President in 2011, and as President in 2012-13.  

Nicole ansen
Nicole is part of Cranberry Creek Cranberries in Juneau County.  She was elected to the WSCGA Board 
in 2009.  She served as ice President in 2010.  She chairs the Research Committee, serves on the 
Education Committee, and represents the cranberry industry on the Board of Directors of the National 
Institute for Sustainable Agriculture.  In 2013, Governor Walker appointed her to a seat on the citizen s 
board that oversees the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection.  

Mi e Moss 
Mike, his wife, Diane and his family own and operate Elm Lake Cranberry, west of Wisconsin Rapids.  
Mike has served on the WSCGA board since 2007, and as president in 2010 and 2011.  e serves as 
President of the Wisconsin Cranberry Research and Education Foundation, and on the Administration, 
Personnel and Research Committees.

arl Pi enger 
Karl is part of the team at Cranberry Lake Cranberries in Phillips and owns and operates his own small 
cranberry marsh, Pip s Cranberries .  e participated in the 2013-1  Wisconsin Cranberry Leadership 
Development Program.  e joined the board in 2015.  

Carl Sal wedel
Carl and his family own and operate Salzwedel Cranberry near Warrens, Wisconsin.  Carl was elected to 
the board in 2009.  e is a member of the Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee, and has 
served as the WSCGA on the Cranberry Museum, Inc. Board of Directors.
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SDA Purchases o  Cranberry Products
WSCGA has been a leader in efforts to encourage SDA to use its authority under Section 32 to 
purchase cranberry products for school lunch programs and other feeding programs that the agency 
supports.  The association has worked with other groups to secure letters from members of the 
Congressional Cranberry Caucus and written directly to SDA requesting action.  More than 30 million 
in purchases were announced by SDA this year as a result of this industry wide effort.

Nutritional abeling
The S FDA sought comment on a proposal to develop a Recommended Daily Allowance for added 
sugar and to have the information posted to nutritional labels on products.  WSCGA joined with other 
cranberry groups to present comments in opposition to the proposal based upon the potential impact to 
growers as well as the lack of scientific rationale for the proposal.  

un a n   Mar e ng g g  r  201
The WSCGA Communications Program is developed as part of a team effort with the Public Relations 
Committee and the team at LC.  The overall objective is to create a positive public perception of 
cranberry growing in Wisconsin.  In 2015, the program shifted to promote consumption of cranberry 
products emphasizing their taste, versatility and health benefits.  By developing a positive image of 
cranberry growing and public support for the needs of a prosperous industry, WSCGA is able to achieve 
success in the public policy arena, as well as secure support for research, extension and other programs.    

Grocery Store Sam ling
To help increase awareness among consumers of cranberries and how they 
can be used in everyday cooking, Laughlin Constable worked with six different 
Festival Foods stores throughout the Fox alley to sample cranberry recipes 
the weekend of the Fourth of July. In order to appeal to holiday shoppers, the 
recipes were picnic-style food and drinks, including a vodka and cranberry 
juice cocktail and a cranberry broccoli deli salad. The cranberry samples were 
popular with shoppers and helped push sales of both products over the busy 
holiday weekend. 

Wisconsin Athletic S onsorshi s E ents
WSCGA uses grants from the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. for radio sponsorships  
with the Milwaukee Brewers Radio Network and W Badger Sports Properties. The team 
at Laughlin Constable helps coordinate the effort and produce the radio scripts. As part 

of the W sponsorship, WSCGA is also given various opportunities to sample 
cranberries and cranberry products at W events, including two football games, 
a men s basketball game, the CrazyLegs Classic run, the Spring Family Fun 
Day and the spring football game. 

A special thank you to Butch Gardner and Badger State Processing for providing sample packets of dried 
cranberries, Andy Reitz of Mariani Packing for supplying Cranberry oney bars and Jim Peterson of 
Ocean Spray Cranberries for supplying juice for sampling.  

GA ee
Public Policy and En ironmental A airs Committee 
The committee is responsible for the development of recommendations on policy related to 
environmental issues as well as other state and federal regulatory and legislative actions that arise 
as part of the public policy advocacy program.  The committee also makes recommendation on 
disbursements from the restricted account for water and wetlands.

Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee Members:   
 a h  ha r

Mike Bartling
Tom Gardner
Bryan euer
Gary Jensen
Randy Jonjak
Bill Klouda
Greg Knorr
Mark Mahoney

Administration Committee
The committee advises the WSCGA Board on the internal operations of the association. Its major 
responsibility is development of a recommendation for an annual budget for the WSCGA.

Administrration Committee Members:
oh  S au er  ha r

Bob Duckart
Greg Fanning

Education Committee
The main emphasis of the WSCGA mission is education, both of growers and the general public on 
cranberry growing. A large portion of this responsibility is assigned to the Education Committee, making 
it one of the key committees in the association.  The committee meets with W Extension faculty and 
others during the year to review and plan the various education programs for the association including 
the Wisconsin Cranberry School, early season workshops and the Summer Meeting and Field Day. 

WSCGA Education Committee Members:
hr e e u do  – ha r 

Jim Bielmeier
Danielle Faber
Steve ahn
Nicole ansen

Bill Metcalf
Jim Peterson
Fran Podvin
Dan Rayala
Andy Reitz
Russ Rifleman
Gary Roberts
Carl Salzwedel
Scott Schultz

Craige Scott
Clare Searles
Ben Tilberg
Ryan Walker
Tyler Walker
Luke Weiland

Bill atch
Mike Moss
Fran Podvin

Russ Rifleman
Scott Schultz

Jason atch
Leroy Kummer
Penny Langer
Matt Lippert
Tod Planer

Andy Reitz
Jayne Sojka
Nodji an Wychen
Pam erhulst
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Pest Management Tools
WSCGA has adopted a general policy to support the development of a toolbox of management practices 
for growers to use in their farming operations.  These practices include cultural – such as flooding for pest 
control or sanding – as well as the use of chemical control options.  The chemical control options may 
include new, softer pest specific compounds and traditional broad spectrum control.  The organization 
encourages integrated use of these tools by growers through IPM.   

As a result WSCGA advocates to continue registrations for pesticides as long as their judicious use does 
not present an environmental or food safety risk.  The association works with the Cranberry Institute 
and other organizations to monitor proposals by EPA and others that impact grower use of pest control 
products and strategies.  During the past year the WSCGA was active on a number of proposals.

ra o  WSCGA supported efforts to re-establish a workable MRL for Bravo to continue to be able 
to ship fruit into the E .  These efforts included letters of support for the new tolerance, meetings 
with SDA trade Staff to stress importance of compound to industry and participation in task force 
established by the S Cranberry Marketing Committee.   

or a  h or r o   In late 2015 the EPA proposed to revoke all tolerances for this important 
insecticide.  The action was the result of a court case involving drinking water in the Pacific 
Northwest, unrelated to cranberry usage of the product.  EPA was seeking comments through a 
public comment period that would include information on usage patterns. 

Data showed that over 5 % of the acreage in Wisconsin was treated with chlorpyrifos in 201 .  
Maintaining the registration was deemed by the WSCGA to be important to Wisconsin growers.  
WSCGA participated in an industry working group to prepare comments and a strategy to place the 
case for continued use on cranberry before the agency.  Comments were filed on behalf of Wisconsin 
growers on January 5, 2016.  A response from EPA is expected in early 2016.

a e  e r o  or o a or ro e o   in August the WSCGA filed comments on a proposal by 
EPA to place language on a number insect control products to prohibit tier use during bloom.  The 
language was broad enough that it could have left growers with limited options once bloom began.  
The association comments pointed out the management practices of Wisconsin growers to work 
with beekeepers to avoid applications which would impact pollinators.  WSCGA suggested language 
to clarify when the prohibition applied and the potential impact on organic growers.  WSCGA also 
encouraged EPA to allow state s the flexibility to meet state-specific needs through expedited 
responses to requests for Section 18 and 2 c registrations and uses.

e de a or er a o  ro ram  The EPA also proposed major changes to the Pesticide 
Applicator Training and Certification Program.  WSCGA worked with the Wisconsin DATCP to file 
comments asking for modifications to the proposal, many of which were unworkable for the state.  
Some of the proposed changes included the elimination of open book tests, requiring certification 
every three years now 5  and making significant changes to the content of the training program 
which could not be accomplished with the current resources.  The proposal would also require action 
by the Wisconsin Legislature and formal rule making by the DATCP to become effective.  WSCGA 
encouraged EPA to give the states the needed flexibility to continue the program which has been 
effective and successful in Wisconsin.  

Public elations Committee
The committee is responsible for developing and implementing communication and promotion projects to 
generate a positive image of the industry in the state. That responsibility includes working with the media 
to tell the industry s story and working with other groups to help promote the state s largest fruit crop.

WSCGA Public Relations Committee Members:

od  a  he   ha r
Stephen Brown

Amy Gebhardt

Mike Gnewikow

esearch Committee
The Board of Directors established the committee to provide growers with a forum to discuss research 
needs with niversity of Wisconsin research faculty and the cranberry research community on a 
national basis. The committee works cooperatively with the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. WCB , 
The Cranberry Institute CI , and others to identify grower research needs, coordinate projects to avoid 
duplication and to help establish priorities.

WSCGA Research Committee Members:

o e a e   ha r
Suzanne Arendt
Steven Bartling
Stephen Brown
Danielle Faber
Mike Gnewikow

Associate Member Committee
The Associate Member Committee AMC  provides input on topics including Associate Membership 
benefits, Summer  Winter Trade Shows, WSCGA S advertising, Program Book  Buyers Guide 
publication advertising, sponsorships and member surveys.  Committee members are polled for input on 
topics related to membership related topics and inquiries. The group meets prior to the Summer Meeting 

 Trade Show for an on-site visit and event planning.

Associate Member Committee Members:

 Tom Altmann

 Amy Boson

 Gary Derber

Fawn Gottschalk
Ed Grygleski
Doug Rifleman
Jim Peterson

Ed Grygleski
Jeff abelman
Leroy Kummer
Mark Mahoney
Mike Moss
Ben Ryner

Carl Salzwedel
Scott Schultz
Jayne Sojka
Pam erhulst
Andy Walker

Derek Johnson
Jay Dombrowski   
   Kathy iehl

Paul Roberts
Dawn Ruiter
Jay Weidman

Jessica Rezin
Scott Schultz
Mary Smedbron
Bill Wolfe
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The plan included both managed and native pollinators and included efforts to develop BMPs for 
beekeepers, habitat development for native pollinators and for on farm activities.  WSCGA participated in 
the working group tasked with the development of a draft plan.  The group met to identify problems and 
opportunities and to better understand issues with pollinators and land management.  A draft plan has 
been developed which will be the subject of public comment in the coming year.  WSCGA has already 
provided comments with concerns about the plan.  We will continue to work with DATCP on the plan with 
the goal of enhancing pollinator populations without placing undue restrictions on farming practices for 
our growers.

W E tension Mission Statement
Wisconsin s cranberry growers work closely with WE  Specialists to grow a high quality crop in the 
Badger state.  Leadership in W Extension proposed a significant change to the mission of WE  to 
allow it to grant degrees and certificates.  WSCGA joined all of agriculture to oppose this change citing 
concerns that resources of faculty would be stretched to meet the new program at a time when budget 
restraints threaten the delivery of quality services to growers.  The proposal was approved by the Board 
of Regents despite these concerns.  WSCGA will continue to monitor the program and proposed changes 
in WE  Structure to oppose threats to support for programs essential to our industry.  

Pesticide and Fertili er Fees
The Wisconsin DATCP is conducting a review of the fees farmers pay on pesticides and fertilizers which 
are used to fund various programs at the agency.  Of primary concern is the Agricultural Chemical 
Cleanup Fund.  This fund is used to provide financial support to businesses or individuals to address 
contamination of areas from pesticide storage, mixing, loading, etc.  Over time the revenue generate by 
the fees has exceeded need for clean-up.  This has resulted in fund balances that have been raided  
and returned to the general fund and are used for purposes other than those intended.

WSCGA is participating in a working group to review all of the programs and funding and to make 
recommendations to the DATCP.  WSCGA is working to reduce fees and funds for clean-up to avoid 
continued raids while at the same time providing adequate funding to meet needs for site clean-up in  
the future.  

GA edera  G ern en a  I ue   201
The WSCGA Federal advocacy program was very active in calendar-year 2015.  Federal activities 
include working with agencies on issue s and members of congress and the Congressional Cranberry 
Caucus.  The following is a list of issues addressed by the WSCGA during calendar year 2015. These 
include work by Broydrick and Associates on behalf of WSCGA and direct activities by WSCGA with other 
state and national groups.

esearch Funding
In 2015 WSCGA was able to secure an increase in the budget for the SDA ARS Cranberry Research 
Program of 750,000.  We are working with ARS to utilize the funds to support ongoing efforts to 
establish a facility dedicated to research on cranberry growing here in the state.

GA a
Tom ochner, E ecuti e Director
Tom Lochner was named the first WSCGA Executive Director in 1988.  Since then, the association has 
grown into a well-respected voice for the Wisconsin cranberry grower.  The association has expanded 
its education, communications and public policy programs.  It also took on the responsibility of providing 
administrative services to the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. to enable it to implement its research, 
education and promotion programs.  In 200  the WSCGA also assisted the Cranberry Museum, Inc. 
develop and operate the Wisconsin Cranberry Discovery Center in the illage of Warrens.  

As the chief staff person, Tom represents WSCGA in interactions with niversity Research and Extension 
faculty and administration, as well as with Federal, State and local governmental organizations.  e 
is also responsible for coordinating the activities of staff and various consultants who assist with 
communications and public policy programs.  e serves as a liaison with industry groups, such as 
the Cranberry Institute and the SDA Cranberry Marketing Committee.  e also serves as the lead 
spokesperson for the organization, giving presentations to groups across the state.  

Over the course of his career, Tom has worked with the board and committees on growing the programs 
and membership of the association.  e believes in a team approach to program planning and 
development.  This approach has resulted in active committees, an engaged and high performing board, 
and high grower participation in WSCGA programs. 

Ale  S awins i
Alex Skawinski joined WSCGA in December 2015.  As the Administrative Assistant, she is responsible 
for keeping the office in Wisconsin Rapids up and running smoothly.  er responsibilities include 
the Associate Member programs, the Associate Member Committee, and working with the WCREF 
Development Fund Committee to plan and hold the annual Cranberry Open Golf Outing and the Sporting 
Clay Shoot.

She also manages the annual Trade Shows for WSCGA, which are premier events in the industry.  For 
the Winter Trade Show, she coordinates exhibit space registrations, including online booth registration via 
Booth Boss, as well as sponsorships and booth upgrades.  At the Summer Trade Show, participation is 
also high on the part of exhibitors.  

Alex works with Crystal Johnston on the Cranberry School registration, coordinating the publication of 
the WSCGA S, and keeping the WSCGA website up-to-date and fresh with event information and 
resources.  While new to the team we are excited about having Alex on board to work with all of our 
members to advance the mission of the association.  

Crystal ohnston
Cris joined the staff at WSCGA in 2005 as a part-time bookkeeper.  er main responsibility is to keep 
the financial records for the association.  She also assists as a back-up for staff support and assists 
at meetings and WSCGA events.  This past year, Cris took on additional responsibilities as Clerical 
Assistant.  She now manages the databases for the membership, the assessment forms and filings 
for the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. and serves as the office manager in purchasing supplies and 
equipment for the association. 

She also serves as the bookkeeper for the Cranberry Museum, Inc. 
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abatement activities in their watersheds.  There are several statutory conditions that must be met for 
farmers to be eligible to receive these grants.  

It is expected that the emergency rule for this grant program will be issued by the end of February 2016 
and the first request for grant proposals will be issued at the beginning of March 2016.  Because of the 
timing of this rule in this biennium, it is anticipated that the first set of grant awards will be made in  
April of 2016.

Accordingly, farmers who are interested in seeking funds for a voluntary producer-led water quality 
project should begin forming their producer group and identifying their collaborative partner in anticipation 
of the spring request for grant proposals.  

Ta ation o  e enue Deri ed rom Agriculture
We are in the third year of a transition into a state income tax credit for revenue derived from agriculture. 
As a part of a state budget bill agreement reached with agriculture, the Wisconsin Legislature did not 
expand that credit to the anticipated 5.5 to 0% level, but instead used a tax credit for the income derived 
in 2015 to be only .0%. What this means is that income derived from farming during 2015 will pay at a 
rate of 3.75% instead of the full 7.75% that income from other sources other than manufacturing pay. 

The reason for this agreement was to allow the state to have the revenue necessary to terminate the 
alternative minimum tax in Wisconsin. Next year, the state income tax credit for income derived from 
agriculture in 2016 will be 7.5%. This means that on 2017 farm tax returns, the remaining income tax due 
from farm income will only be 0.25%. 

oad and ridge Pro ects A ecting Agriculture
This year, as in past years, we dealt with several issues related to DOT-planned projects that would 
either interfere with seasonal cranberry activity, or temporarily affect water bodies upon which cranberry 
growers rely. These issues typically arise from road construction during harvest periods that can interfere 
with transport of fruit to processing  or dewatering projects necessitated by bridge or road construction 
adjacent to cranberry farms. Both the DOT and Wisconsin legislators who are interested in agricultural 
issues have been very cooperative in adjusting construction and dewatering projects to accommodate 
grower needs. This was once again true during 2015. 

Wood County Flood lain rdinance  Model or Cranberry Counties
The WSCGA has worked for five years with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources WDNR , 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA , county governments and stakeholders to develop 
a floodplain ordinance for cranberry counties that protects cranberry farming while also providing a 
mechanism for recordkeeping and floodplain management that meets state standards.  This year, Wood 
County was the first county to adopt the model FAD-C ordinance, creating flooded agriculture district for 
cranberries.  The ordinance generally provides a mechanism for existing cranberry farms to certify their 
existing farm boundaries and also creates a process to obtain a floodplain permit for new development 
activities e , cranberry farming development ou de of the boundary of an existing farm.   The WSCGA 
will continue to work with growers and counties to seek similar ordinances in all cranberry-growing 
counties.

Pollinator Protection Plan
This year the Wisconsin DATCP undertook the preparation of a plan to protect pollinators in Wisconsin.  

A a n n u an
Tod Planer, Farm Conser ation Planning Coordinator

pon his retirement as the Wood County Extension agent in 2002, Tod began a second career as a 
contractor for the WSCGA.  In that role, he helped to develop and implement Whole Farm Conservation 
Plans for cranberry growers.  Early efforts included tail water recovery pilot projects and nutrient 
management.  They evolved to evaluating a suite of conservation practices and their applicability to 
cranberry farms.  Through these evaluations and pilots, Technical Standards were developed to allow 
growers to be eligible for NRCS cost-sharing programs.  

In the past three years, he has been working on energy conservation and alternative energy generation 
on cranberry farms.  This has resulted in support of pilot projects on wind, solar and hydro generation.  

e ,  and e en , Leg a e un e
DeWitt Ross  Stevens is a full service law firm with experienced attorneys in 
virtually all areas of practice.  Throughout the firm, there are attorneys who 

have developed expertise in niche areas but still understand the big picture. 

The Government Relations team of DeWitt Ross  Stevens is the largest lobbying group in Wisconsin.  
Because they are located directly on Madison s Capitol Square, often times WSCGA strategize with 
Legislative Counsel Ron Kuehn and Jordan Lamb, and later head to the Capitol for meetings with 
legislators and other key policymakers.

on uehn began his career at Dewitt Ross  Stevens upon graduation from the 
niversity of Wisconsin Law School in 1971.  Early in his career, he directed his practice 

into business law and, after a few years, expanded to government relations.  Today, he 
exclusively works in state and federal government relations as the leader of the DeWitt 
Ross  Stevens, and Wisconsin s largest government relations practice group.  Ron has 
been representing WSCGA since 1988, when the industry faced the most significant

challenge to the rights of growers to access water.  Throughout the years, Ron has worked for WSCGA 
on issues ranging from environmental to property taxes to transportation.  

A key component of the ongoing governmental relations program is establishing relationships through 
regular communication with legislative and agency leadership, as well as with the grower community.  
These efforts over the past 20 plus years have positioned the industry so that it is able to respond to 
challenges, as well as initiate regulatory and legislative changes to help growers businesses.  

ordan amb s expertise in environmental regulation is a particular asset to WSCGA 
and our members, as they navigate the interplay between state and federal regulations 
and running a successful business. Jordan was closely involved with the creation 
and implementation of the Great Lakes Compact in Wisconsin on behalf of Wisconsin 
agriculture.  She also was a major voice for us in the development of the State non-point 
source pollution program and the rewrite of NR151 and ATCP50.  She played a major role

in the development of Wetland Reform Legislation in last session of the Legislature and in developing 
protocol for dealing with floodplain issues with FEMA, DNR and county zoning offices. She has provided 
leadership on issues related to groundwater, drainage, artificial and navigable waterbodies to name a few.  
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drainage district law changes that we expect to be addressed during the spring session of 2016. At the 
moment, these negotiations have proven to be successful inasmuch as all of the concerns that we have 
with amendment of existing drainage district law have been addressed by the proposed legislation. Our 
primary focus has been the protection of the right of a drainage district to remain in a suspended  status. 
One or more districts within the area of the Wisconsin cranberry community participates in a suspended 
status that is quite satisfactory to the cranberry growers and other farmers and landowners within the 
district. The original draft of the bill would have terminated this ability to remain suspended and forced 
termination of the district. 

El  Damage Abatement
Wisconsin has had an elk reintroduction program in the northwest area of Wisconsin the Clam Lake 
area  for a substantial number of years. This year, Wisconsin has reintroduced elk into an area largely 
located in Jackson County. Jackson County also contains a substantial number of cranberry farms. 
Despite the cranberry community s objections, this reintroduction of elk occurred and is now producing 
anticipated elk appearances on cranberry farms with some damage resulting. We have, however, 
reached arrangement with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources to secure funding for the 
construction of elk damage abatement fences around cranberry farms within elk areas. This project has 
just begun and it is anticipated that bids will be announced in the relatively near future for construction 
next spring on cranberry farms that anticipate or have already experienced elk damage. 

igh Ca acity Wells
The Wisconsin agriculture community continues to work with the Wisconsin State Legislature on new 
legislation that will clarify Wisconsin s high capacity well permitting program.  Senator Rob Cowles 
R-Green Bay  and Representative Scott Krug R-Nekoosa  are working on legislation to provide 

regulatory certainty to those who seek a new high capacity well or desire to reconstruct or repair an 
existing high capacity well, while also putting into place mechanisms to address particularly sensitive 
areas in Wisconsin in terms of groundwater pumping.  The work on this legislation will continue into 2016.

m lements o  usbandry 
Senator Jerry Petrowski R-  and Representative Keith Ripp R-Lodi  continue to refine the initial 
comprehensive implements of husbandry farm implements  weight limit legislation that was originally 
passed in 201  2013 Wisconsin Act 377 .  In April 2015, the Governor signed 2015 Act 15, which 
clarified issues related to towed and attached IO , that IO  with rubber tracks can legally operate on a 
highway and other technical changes that improve the application of the law to Agricultural commercial 
motor vehicles. Currently, the legislature is reviewing Senator Petrowski and Representative Ripp s 
additional clean-up bill that will further clarify the application of the IO  weight limits and the function of 
the no-fee permit system.

Producer ed Water uality nitiati es 
As a part of the 2015-17 biennial budget bill, the State Legislature created a new grant program at 
DATCP called the Producer Led Watershed Protection Grant Program.   This program provides an 
additional 500,000 in funding over the biennium for water quality abatement activities.  The new grant 
program is specifically for farmers within a watershed to design and lead their own water quality activities.

DATCP is authorized to award grants totaling up to 250,000 each year to qualified groups consisting 
of at least five agricultural producers that wish to voluntarily conduct nonpoint source water pollution 

r ydr  and A a e , edera  Leg a e un e
Founded in 1981 by Bill and Cynthia Broydrick, Broydrick  
Associates is a premier lobbying firm today. The Broydrick Team 
consists of some of the best and brightest public affairs experts 

around, who bring experience from the private and public sectors. With offices located in Washington 
D.C. and Milwaukee, Wisconsin they bring a unique blend of local, state and federal savvy to their clients.  

 r ydr  served as former Congressman Les Aspin s press secretary, managed 
Congressman Robert Cornell s campaign and became former Wisconsin Governor Patrick 
Lucey s senior administrative assistant. In 1978, Bill was elected to the Wisconsin State 
Assembly and, in 1993, led the Office of Legislative Affairs where he served as a consultant 
to the Department of Defense.

In 1981, Bill founded Broydrick  Associates, directing its rise to a nationally known firm with offices in 
Washington, D.C. and the Midwest. e has developed a vast network of contacts and offers strategic 
planning and grassroots organization. 

Broydrick and Associates have been focused on assisting the WSCGA as we work to enhance  
cranberry research on a national basis.  Their past work secured funding for three SDA Agricultural 
Research Scientists who focus on cranberry.  This funding has placed two programs at W Madison 
to research cranberry insect pest problems and cranberry genetic improvement.  Currently, they are 
assisting the organizations to secure funding for improvements to research facilities in Massachusetts 
and Wisconsin.  

Laug n n a e, un a n  and u  e a n
Laughlin Constable LC  is a multi-faceted and full service agency.   
The team from LC provides services to WSCGA.  The team is made up

of a group of talented and creative public relations professionals with a wide variety of backgrounds.   
LC provides access to expertise for communications and public relations programs for WSCGA.

E an N  e os, APR, has more than three decades of professional achievement and 
experience as a public relations counselor. With experience in both the private and public 
sectors, he is recognized as a leading expert in public relations and has a unique blend 
of national, state and local involvement on major issues management and public relations 
challenges and opportunities. A Milwaukee Magazine survey of local public relations 
professionals ranked eppos as the top communications professional in the metropolitan

Milwaukee area. e has also earned national accreditation from the Public Relations Society of America 
and is a member of its Counselors Academy.

ris Naidl joined eppos in 199  and began working with the WSCGA.  er work has been 
recognized through the receipt of 15 Paragon Awards from the Southeastern Wisconsin 
Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America PRSA , including a Best of Show Award 
for her strategic communications work to affect change in state regulations.

Prior to joining LC, Naidl was Assistant Director of Community Relations at the largest 
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to maintain and enhance water use and conservation must be protected and must continue to be 
allowed with limited regulation.

a er ua
Cranberry farming practices face increasing scrutiny as to their impacts on water quality.  WSCGA 
has lead efforts with WE , SDA NRCS, DNR and DATCP to address Best Management 
Practices to protect water quality. Maintaining the definition of return flow from irrigated agriculture 
as a non-point source is a priority for the WSCGA.  Changes to the state water regulatory program 
need continuous monitoring.  TMDL development for cranberry waters and the Statewide Nutrient 
Management Strategy are also priorities for WSCGA.

edera S a e a e 
In many cases with environmental regulation, there is a strong and important relationship between 
Wisconsin and federal laws and regulation.  This is the case with the Clean Water Act and floodplain 
regulation. As changes take place in federal programs, they impact the state as the delegated 
authority to administer those programs.  At the same time, attempts to reform or revise state 
regulatory programs require federal approval.  WSCGA and its Legislative Counsel continue to be 
vigilant in these areas.

With these identified priorities, WSCGA staff and leadership will closely communicate with the WSCGA  
Legislative Counsel to evaluate issues as they arise, assess risk and threats to the industry, and then 
determine the level of activity that is required to meet the organization s goal and mission.

WSCGA State Go ernment elations ssues  
The WSCGA state advocacy program and its legislative counsel from DeWitt Ross  Stevens in Madison 
was very active in calendar-year 2015.  This state legislative session, which began in January 2015, 
will continue until about April of 2016, when the Wisconsin State Legislature will adjourn.  The following 
is a list of issues addressed by the WSCGA during calendar year 2015. These are exclusively state 
government relations issues involving the Wisconsin State Legislature, state agencies or local units of 
government in Wisconsin.

Ad erse Possession
The Wisconsin Legislature is still grappling with possible changes to Wisconsin s adverse possession 
law. It is anticipated that these issues will be successfully addressed during the remainder of the session. 
Adverse possession is, of course, a real estate law concept that relates to one landowner eventually 
securing ownership  of another landowner s property by openly and adversely using that property, 
fencing it, or constructing something on the property. Agriculture is supportive of adverse possession as a 
principle of law. It has been very useful in resolving disputes between public and private landowners and 
private and private landowners.

At the time of this writing, the legislation, which would amend or terminate adverse possession real 
estate law in Wisconsin, is still being debated. It is anticipated that a resolution of the legislation that is 
satisfactory to agriculture will be reached.

Drainage District egislation
Drainage districts exist in Wisconsin, in large part for the purpose of creating an efficient structure for 
drained lands to be used in production agriculture. At the time of this writing, we have been negotiating 

substance abuse prevention agency in Wisconsin. She also held positions as Copy Editor
and Writer at a southeastern WI magazine, and worked for a state legislator.

Mi aela al any is an Account Executive at Laughlin Constable and works on a variety of 
projects including strategic planning, writing, media and community relations, social media 
outreach, special event planning, website development, and more. 

Prior to joining Laughlin Constable in 2013, Balfany was the Public Relations Specialist for 
the MCA of Metropolitan of Milwaukee. She also served as a Public Relations Account

Executive at eppos  Associates, where she worked with WSCGA since joining the firm in 2008.
A graduate of the niversity of Wisconsin-Madison, Balfany holds a bachelor s degree in journalism.

atie Whitloc  is an Account Executive at Laughlin Constable where she works on 
a variety of projects, including strategic planning, news writing, publicity, media and 
community relations, social media management, special event promotions and more. She 
has been with Laughlin Constable for four years and previously worked on clients including 
Wisconsin Dept. of Tourism, Plum Creek, Wisconsin eteran s Museum and others.

Whitlock is a graduate The niversity of Findlay in Findlay, Ohio, where she earned a Bachelor of Arts  
in public relations and a minor in marketing. 

GA r gra  A e   201

u  y Ad a y
Policy Statement o  WSCGA Public Ad ocacy Program
The WSCGAs Public Policy Advocacy Program strives for state and federal legislative outcomes that 
allow Wisconsin growers to farm in an environmentally and economically sustainable manner.  Public 
Policy Program position statements and activities are weighed against this goal: 

Wisconsin cranberry growers support legislation, rules and policies that balance the conservation 
of important natural resources and the stewardship of resources by growers against the economic 
needs and benefits of cranberry growing in Wisconsin.  

The following are priority areas for the WSCGA Public Policy Advocacy Program:

ro me a  o  a d e u a o
The greatest threats – and opportunities – for the industry in public policy are in the area of 
environmental regulation.  Whether it pertains to water access and quality, wetlands or the use 
of chemicals for crop production that growers use, WSCGA members expect their association to 
represent their interests.  

a er e  
An abundant and high quality water supply is the key to the success of cranberry growing in 
Wisconsin.  As such, the highest priority for the WSCGA is to maintain and protect growers  ability to 
access surface and groundwater for their farming operations.  Conducting normal farming operations 
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to maintain and enhance water use and conservation must be protected and must continue to be 
allowed with limited regulation.

a er ua
Cranberry farming practices face increasing scrutiny as to their impacts on water quality.  WSCGA 
has lead efforts with WE , SDA NRCS, DNR and DATCP to address Best Management 
Practices to protect water quality. Maintaining the definition of return flow from irrigated agriculture 
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government in Wisconsin.

Ad erse Possession
The Wisconsin Legislature is still grappling with possible changes to Wisconsin s adverse possession 
law. It is anticipated that these issues will be successfully addressed during the remainder of the session. 
Adverse possession is, of course, a real estate law concept that relates to one landowner eventually 
securing ownership  of another landowner s property by openly and adversely using that property, 
fencing it, or constructing something on the property. Agriculture is supportive of adverse possession as a 
principle of law. It has been very useful in resolving disputes between public and private landowners and 
private and private landowners.

At the time of this writing, the legislation, which would amend or terminate adverse possession real 
estate law in Wisconsin, is still being debated. It is anticipated that a resolution of the legislation that is 
satisfactory to agriculture will be reached.

Drainage District egislation
Drainage districts exist in Wisconsin, in large part for the purpose of creating an efficient structure for 
drained lands to be used in production agriculture. At the time of this writing, we have been negotiating 

substance abuse prevention agency in Wisconsin. She also held positions as Copy Editor
and Writer at a southeastern WI magazine, and worked for a state legislator.

Mi aela al any is an Account Executive at Laughlin Constable and works on a variety of 
projects including strategic planning, writing, media and community relations, social media 
outreach, special event planning, website development, and more. 

Prior to joining Laughlin Constable in 2013, Balfany was the Public Relations Specialist for 
the MCA of Metropolitan of Milwaukee. She also served as a Public Relations Account

Executive at eppos  Associates, where she worked with WSCGA since joining the firm in 2008.
A graduate of the niversity of Wisconsin-Madison, Balfany holds a bachelor s degree in journalism.

atie Whitloc  is an Account Executive at Laughlin Constable where she works on 
a variety of projects, including strategic planning, news writing, publicity, media and 
community relations, social media management, special event promotions and more. She 
has been with Laughlin Constable for four years and previously worked on clients including 
Wisconsin Dept. of Tourism, Plum Creek, Wisconsin eteran s Museum and others.

Whitlock is a graduate The niversity of Findlay in Findlay, Ohio, where she earned a Bachelor of Arts  
in public relations and a minor in marketing. 

GA r gra  A e   201

u  y Ad a y
Policy Statement o  WSCGA Public Ad ocacy Program
The WSCGAs Public Policy Advocacy Program strives for state and federal legislative outcomes that 
allow Wisconsin growers to farm in an environmentally and economically sustainable manner.  Public 
Policy Program position statements and activities are weighed against this goal: 

Wisconsin cranberry growers support legislation, rules and policies that balance the conservation 
of important natural resources and the stewardship of resources by growers against the economic 
needs and benefits of cranberry growing in Wisconsin.  

The following are priority areas for the WSCGA Public Policy Advocacy Program:

ro me a  o  a d e u a o
The greatest threats – and opportunities – for the industry in public policy are in the area of 
environmental regulation.  Whether it pertains to water access and quality, wetlands or the use 
of chemicals for crop production that growers use, WSCGA members expect their association to 
represent their interests.  

a er e  
An abundant and high quality water supply is the key to the success of cranberry growing in 
Wisconsin.  As such, the highest priority for the WSCGA is to maintain and protect growers  ability to 
access surface and groundwater for their farming operations.  Conducting normal farming operations 
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drainage district law changes that we expect to be addressed during the spring session of 2016. At the 
moment, these negotiations have proven to be successful inasmuch as all of the concerns that we have 
with amendment of existing drainage district law have been addressed by the proposed legislation. Our 
primary focus has been the protection of the right of a drainage district to remain in a suspended  status. 
One or more districts within the area of the Wisconsin cranberry community participates in a suspended 
status that is quite satisfactory to the cranberry growers and other farmers and landowners within the 
district. The original draft of the bill would have terminated this ability to remain suspended and forced 
termination of the district. 

El  Damage Abatement
Wisconsin has had an elk reintroduction program in the northwest area of Wisconsin the Clam Lake 
area  for a substantial number of years. This year, Wisconsin has reintroduced elk into an area largely 
located in Jackson County. Jackson County also contains a substantial number of cranberry farms. 
Despite the cranberry community s objections, this reintroduction of elk occurred and is now producing 
anticipated elk appearances on cranberry farms with some damage resulting. We have, however, 
reached arrangement with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources to secure funding for the 
construction of elk damage abatement fences around cranberry farms within elk areas. This project has 
just begun and it is anticipated that bids will be announced in the relatively near future for construction 
next spring on cranberry farms that anticipate or have already experienced elk damage. 

igh Ca acity Wells
The Wisconsin agriculture community continues to work with the Wisconsin State Legislature on new 
legislation that will clarify Wisconsin s high capacity well permitting program.  Senator Rob Cowles 
R-Green Bay  and Representative Scott Krug R-Nekoosa  are working on legislation to provide 

regulatory certainty to those who seek a new high capacity well or desire to reconstruct or repair an 
existing high capacity well, while also putting into place mechanisms to address particularly sensitive 
areas in Wisconsin in terms of groundwater pumping.  The work on this legislation will continue into 2016.

m lements o  usbandry 
Senator Jerry Petrowski R-  and Representative Keith Ripp R-Lodi  continue to refine the initial 
comprehensive implements of husbandry farm implements  weight limit legislation that was originally 
passed in 201  2013 Wisconsin Act 377 .  In April 2015, the Governor signed 2015 Act 15, which 
clarified issues related to towed and attached IO , that IO  with rubber tracks can legally operate on a 
highway and other technical changes that improve the application of the law to Agricultural commercial 
motor vehicles. Currently, the legislature is reviewing Senator Petrowski and Representative Ripp s 
additional clean-up bill that will further clarify the application of the IO  weight limits and the function of 
the no-fee permit system.

Producer ed Water uality nitiati es 
As a part of the 2015-17 biennial budget bill, the State Legislature created a new grant program at 
DATCP called the Producer Led Watershed Protection Grant Program.   This program provides an 
additional 500,000 in funding over the biennium for water quality abatement activities.  The new grant 
program is specifically for farmers within a watershed to design and lead their own water quality activities.

DATCP is authorized to award grants totaling up to 250,000 each year to qualified groups consisting 
of at least five agricultural producers that wish to voluntarily conduct nonpoint source water pollution 

r ydr  and A a e , edera  Leg a e un e
Founded in 1981 by Bill and Cynthia Broydrick, Broydrick  
Associates is a premier lobbying firm today. The Broydrick Team 
consists of some of the best and brightest public affairs experts 

around, who bring experience from the private and public sectors. With offices located in Washington 
D.C. and Milwaukee, Wisconsin they bring a unique blend of local, state and federal savvy to their clients.  

 r ydr  served as former Congressman Les Aspin s press secretary, managed 
Congressman Robert Cornell s campaign and became former Wisconsin Governor Patrick 
Lucey s senior administrative assistant. In 1978, Bill was elected to the Wisconsin State 
Assembly and, in 1993, led the Office of Legislative Affairs where he served as a consultant 
to the Department of Defense.

In 1981, Bill founded Broydrick  Associates, directing its rise to a nationally known firm with offices in 
Washington, D.C. and the Midwest. e has developed a vast network of contacts and offers strategic 
planning and grassroots organization. 

Broydrick and Associates have been focused on assisting the WSCGA as we work to enhance  
cranberry research on a national basis.  Their past work secured funding for three SDA Agricultural 
Research Scientists who focus on cranberry.  This funding has placed two programs at W Madison 
to research cranberry insect pest problems and cranberry genetic improvement.  Currently, they are 
assisting the organizations to secure funding for improvements to research facilities in Massachusetts 
and Wisconsin.  

Laug n n a e, un a n  and u  e a n
Laughlin Constable LC  is a multi-faceted and full service agency.   
The team from LC provides services to WSCGA.  The team is made up

of a group of talented and creative public relations professionals with a wide variety of backgrounds.   
LC provides access to expertise for communications and public relations programs for WSCGA.

E an N  e os, APR, has more than three decades of professional achievement and 
experience as a public relations counselor. With experience in both the private and public 
sectors, he is recognized as a leading expert in public relations and has a unique blend 
of national, state and local involvement on major issues management and public relations 
challenges and opportunities. A Milwaukee Magazine survey of local public relations 
professionals ranked eppos as the top communications professional in the metropolitan

Milwaukee area. e has also earned national accreditation from the Public Relations Society of America 
and is a member of its Counselors Academy.

ris Naidl joined eppos in 199  and began working with the WSCGA.  er work has been 
recognized through the receipt of 15 Paragon Awards from the Southeastern Wisconsin 
Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America PRSA , including a Best of Show Award 
for her strategic communications work to affect change in state regulations.

Prior to joining LC, Naidl was Assistant Director of Community Relations at the largest 
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abatement activities in their watersheds.  There are several statutory conditions that must be met for 
farmers to be eligible to receive these grants.  

It is expected that the emergency rule for this grant program will be issued by the end of February 2016 
and the first request for grant proposals will be issued at the beginning of March 2016.  Because of the 
timing of this rule in this biennium, it is anticipated that the first set of grant awards will be made in  
April of 2016.

Accordingly, farmers who are interested in seeking funds for a voluntary producer-led water quality 
project should begin forming their producer group and identifying their collaborative partner in anticipation 
of the spring request for grant proposals.  

Ta ation o  e enue Deri ed rom Agriculture
We are in the third year of a transition into a state income tax credit for revenue derived from agriculture. 
As a part of a state budget bill agreement reached with agriculture, the Wisconsin Legislature did not 
expand that credit to the anticipated 5.5 to 0% level, but instead used a tax credit for the income derived 
in 2015 to be only .0%. What this means is that income derived from farming during 2015 will pay at a 
rate of 3.75% instead of the full 7.75% that income from other sources other than manufacturing pay. 

The reason for this agreement was to allow the state to have the revenue necessary to terminate the 
alternative minimum tax in Wisconsin. Next year, the state income tax credit for income derived from 
agriculture in 2016 will be 7.5%. This means that on 2017 farm tax returns, the remaining income tax due 
from farm income will only be 0.25%. 

oad and ridge Pro ects A ecting Agriculture
This year, as in past years, we dealt with several issues related to DOT-planned projects that would 
either interfere with seasonal cranberry activity, or temporarily affect water bodies upon which cranberry 
growers rely. These issues typically arise from road construction during harvest periods that can interfere 
with transport of fruit to processing  or dewatering projects necessitated by bridge or road construction 
adjacent to cranberry farms. Both the DOT and Wisconsin legislators who are interested in agricultural 
issues have been very cooperative in adjusting construction and dewatering projects to accommodate 
grower needs. This was once again true during 2015. 

Wood County Flood lain rdinance  Model or Cranberry Counties
The WSCGA has worked for five years with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources WDNR , 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA , county governments and stakeholders to develop 
a floodplain ordinance for cranberry counties that protects cranberry farming while also providing a 
mechanism for recordkeeping and floodplain management that meets state standards.  This year, Wood 
County was the first county to adopt the model FAD-C ordinance, creating flooded agriculture district for 
cranberries.  The ordinance generally provides a mechanism for existing cranberry farms to certify their 
existing farm boundaries and also creates a process to obtain a floodplain permit for new development 
activities e , cranberry farming development ou de of the boundary of an existing farm.   The WSCGA 
will continue to work with growers and counties to seek similar ordinances in all cranberry-growing 
counties.

Pollinator Protection Plan
This year the Wisconsin DATCP undertook the preparation of a plan to protect pollinators in Wisconsin.  

A a n n u an
Tod Planer, Farm Conser ation Planning Coordinator

pon his retirement as the Wood County Extension agent in 2002, Tod began a second career as a 
contractor for the WSCGA.  In that role, he helped to develop and implement Whole Farm Conservation 
Plans for cranberry growers.  Early efforts included tail water recovery pilot projects and nutrient 
management.  They evolved to evaluating a suite of conservation practices and their applicability to 
cranberry farms.  Through these evaluations and pilots, Technical Standards were developed to allow 
growers to be eligible for NRCS cost-sharing programs.  

In the past three years, he has been working on energy conservation and alternative energy generation 
on cranberry farms.  This has resulted in support of pilot projects on wind, solar and hydro generation.  

e ,  and e en , Leg a e un e
DeWitt Ross  Stevens is a full service law firm with experienced attorneys in 
virtually all areas of practice.  Throughout the firm, there are attorneys who 

have developed expertise in niche areas but still understand the big picture. 

The Government Relations team of DeWitt Ross  Stevens is the largest lobbying group in Wisconsin.  
Because they are located directly on Madison s Capitol Square, often times WSCGA strategize with 
Legislative Counsel Ron Kuehn and Jordan Lamb, and later head to the Capitol for meetings with 
legislators and other key policymakers.

on uehn began his career at Dewitt Ross  Stevens upon graduation from the 
niversity of Wisconsin Law School in 1971.  Early in his career, he directed his practice 

into business law and, after a few years, expanded to government relations.  Today, he 
exclusively works in state and federal government relations as the leader of the DeWitt 
Ross  Stevens, and Wisconsin s largest government relations practice group.  Ron has 
been representing WSCGA since 1988, when the industry faced the most significant

challenge to the rights of growers to access water.  Throughout the years, Ron has worked for WSCGA 
on issues ranging from environmental to property taxes to transportation.  

A key component of the ongoing governmental relations program is establishing relationships through 
regular communication with legislative and agency leadership, as well as with the grower community.  
These efforts over the past 20 plus years have positioned the industry so that it is able to respond to 
challenges, as well as initiate regulatory and legislative changes to help growers businesses.  

ordan amb s expertise in environmental regulation is a particular asset to WSCGA 
and our members, as they navigate the interplay between state and federal regulations 
and running a successful business. Jordan was closely involved with the creation 
and implementation of the Great Lakes Compact in Wisconsin on behalf of Wisconsin 
agriculture.  She also was a major voice for us in the development of the State non-point 
source pollution program and the rewrite of NR151 and ATCP50.  She played a major role

in the development of Wetland Reform Legislation in last session of the Legislature and in developing 
protocol for dealing with floodplain issues with FEMA, DNR and county zoning offices. She has provided 
leadership on issues related to groundwater, drainage, artificial and navigable waterbodies to name a few.  
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The plan included both managed and native pollinators and included efforts to develop BMPs for 
beekeepers, habitat development for native pollinators and for on farm activities.  WSCGA participated in 
the working group tasked with the development of a draft plan.  The group met to identify problems and 
opportunities and to better understand issues with pollinators and land management.  A draft plan has 
been developed which will be the subject of public comment in the coming year.  WSCGA has already 
provided comments with concerns about the plan.  We will continue to work with DATCP on the plan with 
the goal of enhancing pollinator populations without placing undue restrictions on farming practices for 
our growers.

W E tension Mission Statement
Wisconsin s cranberry growers work closely with WE  Specialists to grow a high quality crop in the 
Badger state.  Leadership in W Extension proposed a significant change to the mission of WE  to 
allow it to grant degrees and certificates.  WSCGA joined all of agriculture to oppose this change citing 
concerns that resources of faculty would be stretched to meet the new program at a time when budget 
restraints threaten the delivery of quality services to growers.  The proposal was approved by the Board 
of Regents despite these concerns.  WSCGA will continue to monitor the program and proposed changes 
in WE  Structure to oppose threats to support for programs essential to our industry.  

Pesticide and Fertili er Fees
The Wisconsin DATCP is conducting a review of the fees farmers pay on pesticides and fertilizers which 
are used to fund various programs at the agency.  Of primary concern is the Agricultural Chemical 
Cleanup Fund.  This fund is used to provide financial support to businesses or individuals to address 
contamination of areas from pesticide storage, mixing, loading, etc.  Over time the revenue generate by 
the fees has exceeded need for clean-up.  This has resulted in fund balances that have been raided  
and returned to the general fund and are used for purposes other than those intended.

WSCGA is participating in a working group to review all of the programs and funding and to make 
recommendations to the DATCP.  WSCGA is working to reduce fees and funds for clean-up to avoid 
continued raids while at the same time providing adequate funding to meet needs for site clean-up in  
the future.  

GA edera  G ern en a  I ue   201
The WSCGA Federal advocacy program was very active in calendar-year 2015.  Federal activities 
include working with agencies on issue s and members of congress and the Congressional Cranberry 
Caucus.  The following is a list of issues addressed by the WSCGA during calendar year 2015. These 
include work by Broydrick and Associates on behalf of WSCGA and direct activities by WSCGA with other 
state and national groups.

esearch Funding
In 2015 WSCGA was able to secure an increase in the budget for the SDA ARS Cranberry Research 
Program of 750,000.  We are working with ARS to utilize the funds to support ongoing efforts to 
establish a facility dedicated to research on cranberry growing here in the state.

GA a
Tom ochner, E ecuti e Director
Tom Lochner was named the first WSCGA Executive Director in 1988.  Since then, the association has 
grown into a well-respected voice for the Wisconsin cranberry grower.  The association has expanded 
its education, communications and public policy programs.  It also took on the responsibility of providing 
administrative services to the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. to enable it to implement its research, 
education and promotion programs.  In 200  the WSCGA also assisted the Cranberry Museum, Inc. 
develop and operate the Wisconsin Cranberry Discovery Center in the illage of Warrens.  

As the chief staff person, Tom represents WSCGA in interactions with niversity Research and Extension 
faculty and administration, as well as with Federal, State and local governmental organizations.  e 
is also responsible for coordinating the activities of staff and various consultants who assist with 
communications and public policy programs.  e serves as a liaison with industry groups, such as 
the Cranberry Institute and the SDA Cranberry Marketing Committee.  e also serves as the lead 
spokesperson for the organization, giving presentations to groups across the state.  

Over the course of his career, Tom has worked with the board and committees on growing the programs 
and membership of the association.  e believes in a team approach to program planning and 
development.  This approach has resulted in active committees, an engaged and high performing board, 
and high grower participation in WSCGA programs. 

Ale  S awins i
Alex Skawinski joined WSCGA in December 2015.  As the Administrative Assistant, she is responsible 
for keeping the office in Wisconsin Rapids up and running smoothly.  er responsibilities include 
the Associate Member programs, the Associate Member Committee, and working with the WCREF 
Development Fund Committee to plan and hold the annual Cranberry Open Golf Outing and the Sporting 
Clay Shoot.

She also manages the annual Trade Shows for WSCGA, which are premier events in the industry.  For 
the Winter Trade Show, she coordinates exhibit space registrations, including online booth registration via 
Booth Boss, as well as sponsorships and booth upgrades.  At the Summer Trade Show, participation is 
also high on the part of exhibitors.  

Alex works with Crystal Johnston on the Cranberry School registration, coordinating the publication of 
the WSCGA S, and keeping the WSCGA website up-to-date and fresh with event information and 
resources.  While new to the team we are excited about having Alex on board to work with all of our 
members to advance the mission of the association.  

Crystal ohnston
Cris joined the staff at WSCGA in 2005 as a part-time bookkeeper.  er main responsibility is to keep 
the financial records for the association.  She also assists as a back-up for staff support and assists 
at meetings and WSCGA events.  This past year, Cris took on additional responsibilities as Clerical 
Assistant.  She now manages the databases for the membership, the assessment forms and filings 
for the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. and serves as the office manager in purchasing supplies and 
equipment for the association. 

She also serves as the bookkeeper for the Cranberry Museum, Inc. 
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Pest Management Tools
WSCGA has adopted a general policy to support the development of a toolbox of management practices 
for growers to use in their farming operations.  These practices include cultural – such as flooding for pest 
control or sanding – as well as the use of chemical control options.  The chemical control options may 
include new, softer pest specific compounds and traditional broad spectrum control.  The organization 
encourages integrated use of these tools by growers through IPM.   

As a result WSCGA advocates to continue registrations for pesticides as long as their judicious use does 
not present an environmental or food safety risk.  The association works with the Cranberry Institute 
and other organizations to monitor proposals by EPA and others that impact grower use of pest control 
products and strategies.  During the past year the WSCGA was active on a number of proposals.

ra o  WSCGA supported efforts to re-establish a workable MRL for Bravo to continue to be able 
to ship fruit into the E .  These efforts included letters of support for the new tolerance, meetings 
with SDA trade Staff to stress importance of compound to industry and participation in task force 
established by the S Cranberry Marketing Committee.   

or a  h or r o   In late 2015 the EPA proposed to revoke all tolerances for this important 
insecticide.  The action was the result of a court case involving drinking water in the Pacific 
Northwest, unrelated to cranberry usage of the product.  EPA was seeking comments through a 
public comment period that would include information on usage patterns. 

Data showed that over 5 % of the acreage in Wisconsin was treated with chlorpyrifos in 201 .  
Maintaining the registration was deemed by the WSCGA to be important to Wisconsin growers.  
WSCGA participated in an industry working group to prepare comments and a strategy to place the 
case for continued use on cranberry before the agency.  Comments were filed on behalf of Wisconsin 
growers on January 5, 2016.  A response from EPA is expected in early 2016.

a e  e r o  or o a or ro e o   in August the WSCGA filed comments on a proposal by 
EPA to place language on a number insect control products to prohibit tier use during bloom.  The 
language was broad enough that it could have left growers with limited options once bloom began.  
The association comments pointed out the management practices of Wisconsin growers to work 
with beekeepers to avoid applications which would impact pollinators.  WSCGA suggested language 
to clarify when the prohibition applied and the potential impact on organic growers.  WSCGA also 
encouraged EPA to allow state s the flexibility to meet state-specific needs through expedited 
responses to requests for Section 18 and 2 c registrations and uses.

e de a or er a o  ro ram  The EPA also proposed major changes to the Pesticide 
Applicator Training and Certification Program.  WSCGA worked with the Wisconsin DATCP to file 
comments asking for modifications to the proposal, many of which were unworkable for the state.  
Some of the proposed changes included the elimination of open book tests, requiring certification 
every three years now 5  and making significant changes to the content of the training program 
which could not be accomplished with the current resources.  The proposal would also require action 
by the Wisconsin Legislature and formal rule making by the DATCP to become effective.  WSCGA 
encouraged EPA to give the states the needed flexibility to continue the program which has been 
effective and successful in Wisconsin.  

Public elations Committee
The committee is responsible for developing and implementing communication and promotion projects to 
generate a positive image of the industry in the state. That responsibility includes working with the media 
to tell the industry s story and working with other groups to help promote the state s largest fruit crop.

WSCGA Public Relations Committee Members:

od  a  he   ha r
Stephen Brown

Amy Gebhardt

Mike Gnewikow

esearch Committee
The Board of Directors established the committee to provide growers with a forum to discuss research 
needs with niversity of Wisconsin research faculty and the cranberry research community on a 
national basis. The committee works cooperatively with the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. WCB , 
The Cranberry Institute CI , and others to identify grower research needs, coordinate projects to avoid 
duplication and to help establish priorities.

WSCGA Research Committee Members:

o e a e   ha r
Suzanne Arendt
Steven Bartling
Stephen Brown
Danielle Faber
Mike Gnewikow

Associate Member Committee
The Associate Member Committee AMC  provides input on topics including Associate Membership 
benefits, Summer  Winter Trade Shows, WSCGA S advertising, Program Book  Buyers Guide 
publication advertising, sponsorships and member surveys.  Committee members are polled for input on 
topics related to membership related topics and inquiries. The group meets prior to the Summer Meeting 

 Trade Show for an on-site visit and event planning.

Associate Member Committee Members:

 Tom Altmann

 Amy Boson

 Gary Derber

Fawn Gottschalk
Ed Grygleski
Doug Rifleman
Jim Peterson

Ed Grygleski
Jeff abelman
Leroy Kummer
Mark Mahoney
Mike Moss
Ben Ryner

Carl Salzwedel
Scott Schultz
Jayne Sojka
Pam erhulst
Andy Walker

Derek Johnson
Jay Dombrowski   
   Kathy iehl

Paul Roberts
Dawn Ruiter
Jay Weidman

Jessica Rezin
Scott Schultz
Mary Smedbron
Bill Wolfe
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SDA Purchases o  Cranberry Products
WSCGA has been a leader in efforts to encourage SDA to use its authority under Section 32 to 
purchase cranberry products for school lunch programs and other feeding programs that the agency 
supports.  The association has worked with other groups to secure letters from members of the 
Congressional Cranberry Caucus and written directly to SDA requesting action.  More than 30 million 
in purchases were announced by SDA this year as a result of this industry wide effort.

Nutritional abeling
The S FDA sought comment on a proposal to develop a Recommended Daily Allowance for added 
sugar and to have the information posted to nutritional labels on products.  WSCGA joined with other 
cranberry groups to present comments in opposition to the proposal based upon the potential impact to 
growers as well as the lack of scientific rationale for the proposal.  

un a n   Mar e ng g g  r  201
The WSCGA Communications Program is developed as part of a team effort with the Public Relations 
Committee and the team at LC.  The overall objective is to create a positive public perception of 
cranberry growing in Wisconsin.  In 2015, the program shifted to promote consumption of cranberry 
products emphasizing their taste, versatility and health benefits.  By developing a positive image of 
cranberry growing and public support for the needs of a prosperous industry, WSCGA is able to achieve 
success in the public policy arena, as well as secure support for research, extension and other programs.    

Grocery Store Sam ling
To help increase awareness among consumers of cranberries and how they 
can be used in everyday cooking, Laughlin Constable worked with six different 
Festival Foods stores throughout the Fox alley to sample cranberry recipes 
the weekend of the Fourth of July. In order to appeal to holiday shoppers, the 
recipes were picnic-style food and drinks, including a vodka and cranberry 
juice cocktail and a cranberry broccoli deli salad. The cranberry samples were 
popular with shoppers and helped push sales of both products over the busy 
holiday weekend. 

Wisconsin Athletic S onsorshi s E ents
WSCGA uses grants from the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. for radio sponsorships  
with the Milwaukee Brewers Radio Network and W Badger Sports Properties. The team 
at Laughlin Constable helps coordinate the effort and produce the radio scripts. As part 

of the W sponsorship, WSCGA is also given various opportunities to sample 
cranberries and cranberry products at W events, including two football games, 
a men s basketball game, the CrazyLegs Classic run, the Spring Family Fun 
Day and the spring football game. 

A special thank you to Butch Gardner and Badger State Processing for providing sample packets of dried 
cranberries, Andy Reitz of Mariani Packing for supplying Cranberry oney bars and Jim Peterson of 
Ocean Spray Cranberries for supplying juice for sampling.  

GA ee
Public Policy and En ironmental A airs Committee 
The committee is responsible for the development of recommendations on policy related to 
environmental issues as well as other state and federal regulatory and legislative actions that arise 
as part of the public policy advocacy program.  The committee also makes recommendation on 
disbursements from the restricted account for water and wetlands.

Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee Members:   
 a h  ha r

Mike Bartling
Tom Gardner
Bryan euer
Gary Jensen
Randy Jonjak
Bill Klouda
Greg Knorr
Mark Mahoney

Administration Committee
The committee advises the WSCGA Board on the internal operations of the association. Its major 
responsibility is development of a recommendation for an annual budget for the WSCGA.

Administrration Committee Members:
oh  S au er  ha r

Bob Duckart
Greg Fanning

Education Committee
The main emphasis of the WSCGA mission is education, both of growers and the general public on 
cranberry growing. A large portion of this responsibility is assigned to the Education Committee, making 
it one of the key committees in the association.  The committee meets with W Extension faculty and 
others during the year to review and plan the various education programs for the association including 
the Wisconsin Cranberry School, early season workshops and the Summer Meeting and Field Day. 

WSCGA Education Committee Members:
hr e e u do  – ha r 

Jim Bielmeier
Danielle Faber
Steve ahn
Nicole ansen

Bill Metcalf
Jim Peterson
Fran Podvin
Dan Rayala
Andy Reitz
Russ Rifleman
Gary Roberts
Carl Salzwedel
Scott Schultz

Craige Scott
Clare Searles
Ben Tilberg
Ryan Walker
Tyler Walker
Luke Weiland

Bill atch
Mike Moss
Fran Podvin

Russ Rifleman
Scott Schultz

Jason atch
Leroy Kummer
Penny Langer
Matt Lippert
Tod Planer

Andy Reitz
Jayne Sojka
Nodji an Wychen
Pam erhulst
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randing
Because of the increased event presence and sampling opportunities, 
Laughlin Constable assisted WSCGA with the creation of a pop-up tent 
and banners that would help to brand the space and create attention 
for Wisconsin Cranberries. These were used at Badger Football and 
Basketball games, CrazyLegs, the Berry ealth Benefits Symposium  
and more.

Additionally, Laughlin Constable helped to create a new cranberry mascot that 
could further draw attention to the brand. The new mascot, which made its 
debut at the Wisconsin State Fair, is a more modern and much more wearer-
friendly update to the old mascot. To generate  
some additional attention for the new mascot,  
a naming contest was held on Facebook for fans  
of Wisconsin Cranberries to get involved.  
The winning name  Ruby. 

Lastly, Laughlin Constable continued to build off of last year s effort 
to develop a brand identity for the cranberry industry in Wisconsin 
through the creation of the general Wisconsin Cranberries  logo 
and the Made With Wisconsin Cranberries MWWC  logo. This 
year, the MWWC logo was officially launched when the O  Danish 
Bakery came on board as the first partner. The launch included 
a traditional media push, as well as Kringle giveaways on social 
media, and various other cross-promotional opportunities. abelman 
Bros. Company also came on board as a partner and already uses 
the Wisconsin Cranberries logo on its Naturipe packaging. As the 
Association s marketing partners grow, both consumer facing logos 
will continue to be used more.

Wisconsin State Fair 
For more than a decade, Laughlin Constable has coordinated media efforts 
for the WSCGA booth at the Wisconsin State Fair. The 2015 effort featured 
the now year-old mini marsh built specially for the Fair, which includes a 
flooded marsh on one side and real vines on the other. 

After hearing negative feedback from fair-goers about the absence of food 
in 201 , Laughlin Constable worked with WSCGA to bring back limited food 
sales. Products for sale included two flavors of Cran-on-a-Stick – traditional 
and coconut, the now-famous Cranberry and White Chocolate  
Chunk Cookies, plus single-serve bottles of cranberry juice  
cocktail and PACt water. 

In addition, other Fair promotional efforts included media drops to radio and T  stations 
on site, media interviews, social media ads, and a Charlie and the Chocolate Factory-
style contest, which challenged fair-goers to find the Golden Ticket  in their Cran-on-a-
Stick to win cranberries for a year. 

Tyler Wal er  Secretary
Tyler works with his family at Walker Cranberry Company in the town of Cranmoor, west of Wisconsin 
Rapids.  e was elected to the board in 2011.  e serves on the Public Policy and Environmental Affairs 
Committee and the Nominating Committee.  e also serves on the Wisconsin Cranberry Research and 
Education Foundation Cranberry Leadership Development Committee. 

ohn Stauner, Treasurer
John owns and operates James Lake Farm near Three Lakes, Wisconsin.  John was elected to the board 
in 2008 and Treasurer in 2012.  e chairs the Administration Committee, while also serving on a number 
of working groups.

Da id Amundson
David s family operations, Wisconsin Moss Company and Amundson Cranberry, are located outside 
of Babcock where he farms with his wife, Jill.  David was elected to the board in 2009, served as ice 
President in 2011, and as President in 2012-13.  

Nicole ansen
Nicole is part of Cranberry Creek Cranberries in Juneau County.  She was elected to the WSCGA Board 
in 2009.  She served as ice President in 2010.  She chairs the Research Committee, serves on the 
Education Committee, and represents the cranberry industry on the Board of Directors of the National 
Institute for Sustainable Agriculture.  In 2013, Governor Walker appointed her to a seat on the citizen s 
board that oversees the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection.  

Mi e Moss 
Mike, his wife, Diane and his family own and operate Elm Lake Cranberry, west of Wisconsin Rapids.  
Mike has served on the WSCGA board since 2007, and as president in 2010 and 2011.  e serves as 
President of the Wisconsin Cranberry Research and Education Foundation, and on the Administration, 
Personnel and Research Committees.

arl Pi enger 
Karl is part of the team at Cranberry Lake Cranberries in Phillips and owns and operates his own small 
cranberry marsh, Pip s Cranberries .  e participated in the 2013-1  Wisconsin Cranberry Leadership 
Development Program.  e joined the board in 2015.  

Carl Sal wedel
Carl and his family own and operate Salzwedel Cranberry near Warrens, Wisconsin.  Carl was elected to 
the board in 2009.  e is a member of the Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee, and has 
served as the WSCGA on the Cranberry Museum, Inc. Board of Directors.
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Web and Social Media
Laughlin Constable manages the WSCGAs website and social media accounts, including Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest and ouTube, on an ongoing basis. This includes reviewing and updating the website  
to keep it fresh and relevant. Laughlin Constable also works to make sure there is consistently new 
content on the WSCGAs social media channels and coordinates sponsored posts to boost engagement. 
With the addition of paid Facebook posts in 2015, WSCGAs fan engagement grew exponentially.  
The WSCGAs presence on social media continues to help communicate industry news, build and 
maintain relationships with partners and loyalists, and introduce more fans to cranberries and how they 
can be enjoyed year-round. 

erry ealth ene ts Sym osium
The National Berry Crops Initiative held its 2015 Berry ealth Benefits Symposium in Madison in 
October. The event hosted hundreds of berry health researchers and berry producers from around the 
world. WSCGA had a booth on site where attendees could learn about the cranberry industry. In addition 
WSCGA sponsored the event s Wisconsin Cranberry Discovery Tour held on the final day of the event, 
which Laughlin Constable helped to coordinate. About 60 people joined the tour, where they were able 
to see a traditional harvest, a fresh fruit harvest and a receiving station. The event was successful 
in educating an important group of researchers and product manufacturers on the importance of the 
cranberry industry in Wisconsin and the role it plays worldwide. 

Fall ar est Media elations 
Each year, Laughlin Constable assists with the WSCGAs media efforts surrounding the annual cranberry 
harvest. This year s media strategy focused on generating media interest in several different key news 
items: the announcement of crop projection figures  the national Berry ealth Benefits Symposium being 
held in Wisconsin  a Mexican food buyers tour of Wisconsin s cranberry country  and a visit from the 

W Chancellor to the marshes. Laughlin Constable also helped to coordinate additional harvest photo, 
tour and information requests from media, including interview requests from NPR, pworthy, NBC and 
many other local, regional and national outlets. The media relations effort resulted in more than 62 million 
impressions.

W ar est Promotion
In addition to WSCGAs sponsorship 
of W Athletics, this year Laughlin 
Constable assisted the Association in 
helping to leverage the W partnership 
to create interest in and buzz surrounding 
the cranberry industry and how it works 
together with the niversity. The effort was 
threefold, and included a visit from W 
Chancellor Rebecca Blank to the marshes 
to help strengthen the relationship between 

W and the cranberry industry  the creation 
of a giant Motion W out of cranberries, 
photos of which were used on social media and framed and presented to the chancellor  and 
collaboration with W Communications and the Chancellor s Office to create social chatter surrounding 
the W vs. Rutgers football game.

WSCGA.  They, too, show a genuine enthusiasm for the future of cranberry growing in Wisconsin.

There is then the members who commit resources and support for WSCGA.  The decision to invest in 
WSCGA is directly connected to the return we provide.  Our commitment is to make sure we do justify 
that trust.

I also have the pleasure to work with a great staff and team of consultants who are dedicated to the 
industry and our members.  Whether it involves a legislative issue or communications opportunity there 
are people who are creative in solving member problems.

And finally, I get to work with boards of directors who challenge you to be your best.  They provide great 
leadership and common sense to make sure that we keep our eyes on our mission, to serve you the 
WSCGA Member.  

GA Annua  e r
The Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association was formed in 1887 to serve the state s newly 
emerging cranberry industry.   Some 128 years later, the organization continues to work to meet its 
mission of providing quality programs for members to enable the industry to prosper.

WSCGA is organized as a non-profit, non-stock corporation governed by a nine-member Board of 
Directors.  The board is advised by a number of committees and working groups on topics ranging from 
Public Policy to Promotion, Grower and Public Education.  The association employs professional staff 
and consultants.   The board, committees, staff and consultants work together as a team to develop and 
implement programs and policy for the organization.  

The 2015 annual report highlights activities by the association on behalf of its membership throughout 
the course of the year.  These successes are due to the hard work of the grower and associate members 
who volunteer their time and talent to work with the Association s professional staff and contractors to 
advance the mission of the organization.  We hope all growers and members of the industry will thank 
those who continue to work on their behalf and to join the WSCGA in these efforts.  

T E TEAM    GA ard  re r  201  
Mar  Mahoney, President
Mark joined the board in 2011 and is part owner of Owen Rock Cranberries in Adams County, which 
served as the host site for the 2012 Summer Meeting, Field Day and Trade Show.  e serves on the 
Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee, Administration Committee, Personnel Committee, 
and Research Committee.  e was elected ice President in 2012.

Tom Gardner  ice President
Tom is part of Gardner Cranberry and ay Creek Cranberry located near Pittsville.  Tom joined the 
board in 2012.  e serves on the Public Policy and Environmental Affairs Committee, and is Chair of the 
Nominating Committee.  
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e ear  r gra   201
esearch Coordination and Administration

Although the WSCGA does not have a direct research program it does provide administrative services to 
the Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc.  nder this agreement WSCGA provides the needed administrative 
services for the WCB.  This allows WCB to maximize its investment in research, education and promotion 
programs on behalf of the Wisconsin growers.  WCB is able to hold down administrative costs by sharing 
these expenses with the association.

As part of this service the WSCGA also works with other cranberry groups to coordinate research 
activities to avoid duplication, create synergies and partnerships to maximize the investments by growers.  

Education Program ighlights  
Education is a major component of the WSCGA Mission.  The organization s Education Committee works 
throughout the year to present programs for growers on improving management practices with the goal of 
allowing growers to operate their farms in an economically sustainable manner.

Wisconsin Cranberry School
The 2015 Wisconsin Cranberry School was held at the oliday Inn otel  Convention Center in Stevens 
Point, WI.  With more than 00 registrants, the event provided educational sessions, an interactive 
grower management session, and a forum for growers and related affiliates to exchange ideas and best 
practices in the cranberry industry.  The School is the signature education event for the WSCGA.  

The annual program is sponsored as a collaborative effort by the Wisconsin Cranberry Research  
Education Foundation WCREF , the Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association, and  

W-Extension. 

A Pesticide Applicator Training and Certification PAT  session with information and exam was provided 
on-site as a one-stop convenience to growers by Wood County Extension, and facilitated by Matt Lippert. 

A legislative counsel update presentation was made by Jordan Lamb from DeWitt, Ross  Stevens of 
Madison, and a communications and public relations presentation was provided by Mikaela Balfany of 
Laughlin Constable, Milwaukee.   A popular session utilizing live CLKR technology provided growers with 
insights into industry management practices.  A range of questions were posed to the audience  growers 
responded with their respective answers on the hand-held device, and could see an immediate summary 
of the results, which showed the percentages for each answer of each question.  

Presentations by session speakers covered a diverse array of topics, from plant and insect phenology 
to cranberry variety improvement research, from cranberry virus and disease issues to the cranberry 
genetics and genomic program, from soil moisture monitoring to nutrient management and honeybee 
hive location research.  There were also update research sessions on cranberry varieties and their 
resistance to insect pests, carnivorous arthropods activity after spring floods, fungicide applications effect 
on bee fidelity, pheromone mating  moth birth control in cranberries, cranberry pesticides update reports, 
and problematic weed management strategies.  

re den  Me age  Mar  Ma ney
Welcome to the WSCGA 2016 Winter Meeting and Trade Show. The next two days provide a great 
opportunity to catch up with growers, take advantage of the educational opportunities, and show support 
for Associate Members by stopping by their booths.

Thank you to everyone that has worked so hard to put this event together. It is the efforts of many 
including the WSCGA staff, education committee volunteers, sponsors, presenters, and others that make 
these two days a success. our commitment to the industry is evident and serves us all well.

With each New ear we are provided an opportunity to look individually and at our businesses with a 
fresh perspective and choose if we want to change our approach moving forward. Whether or not we 
choose to make changes about how we proceed, one thing I strongly believe is that when we move 
forward together we are stronger and more effective than if we choose go at it alone.

The WSCGA takes action for the growers, moving forward working together. The WSCGA is a solid 
organization with a highly talented staff and committed grower and associate members that are willing to 
volunteer their time on the board, committees, grower panels, meeting with legislators, and by taking any 
other action that benefits the membership, Wisconsin growers, and the industry.

A great example of what happens when any industry works together, the WSCGA has always worked 
hard and will continue to work hard on the behalf of its membership as we continue to face new 
challenges.

Thank you for your continued support and membership. Enjoy the meeting.

r  e E e u e re r  T  L ner
This past year has been, as always, a challenging year for the industry and the WSCGA.  The end of the 
year saw a flurry of activities that will need continued work in the coming years.  Threatened cancellations 
of important pest control products or significant restrictions on their use will be in front of us.  Grower 
returns are always a challenge and building markets and increasing prices to profitable levels will be the 
highest priority for everyone in the industry.  

We also see dramatic changes proposed for the niversity of Wisconsin and the research and Extension 
programs that are a major part of the success of the industry here in the state.  Maintaining the integrity 
of the team that has been assembled to work on your behalf will be a priority for WSCGA as well.

But even with the problems we face, I have to remain positive about where we are headed.

First of all, I have been able to spend time with the third class of the Wisconsin Cranberry Leadership 
Development Program.  As was the case with the previous two groups, the class is a great source of 
energy for those of us who have had the opportunity to work with them.  The individuals are genuinely 
interested and enthusiastic about the industry, its future and taking on leadership roles in helping to 
positively impact that future.

I also have the opportunity to work with a number of committees that are also dedicated to the 
organization and the industry.  They give freely of their time to develop and implement programs for 
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Additional sessions provided information on truck maintenance, welding tips  techniques  equipment, 
safety on the marsh and around the shop, how to maintain stored diesel fuel quality, and opportunities for 
adopting new technologies in cranberry farming.   A grower panel session focused on irrigation decision-
making tools for growers.

At the Thursday, January 22 Cranberry School luncheon, WSCGA Board President Mark Mahoney 
presented two special anniversary awards to W guests.  The first award, in honor of the 125th 
anniversary of the W Madison College of Agricultural  Life Sciences CALS  was presented to 
Katherine Kate  an den Bosch, Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences at W-Madison.   
A second award was presented to Irwin Goldman, Dean of the School of orticulture at W Madison.  
Both organizations were recognized for the 125 years of Positive Contributions to the Citizens of the 
State of Wisconsin, and to the Agriculture and Cranberry Industry.

Nutrient Management Training Sessions eld A ril 
In mid-April, about 50 people attended 
the Nutrient Management training 
sessions held at two locations and  
co-sponsored by the WSCGA, SDA  
NRCS and W Extension.

The full-day workshop in Wisconsin 
Rapids was designed to help cranberry 
farmers write their own nutrient 
management plans to meet DATCP 
requirements.  Wisconsin DATCP 
also requires that farmers complete a 
department-approved training course at 
least once every four years to maintain 
their qualification.   

alf-day nutrient management sessions were held in Tomah and Wisconsin Rapids, for those seeking 
refresher training on the topics.  

Presentations were provided by Patrick Murphy, Jon Field, and Tom Frederickson from the NRCS, along 
with Leroy Kummer from Ocean Spray Cranberries and Amaya Atucha from W Extension.  Since the 
start of the program more than 00 growers have participated in the training to become qualified to write 
a nutrient management plan for their farm.  

Early Season Grower Wor sho s eld A ril 
The WSCGA and WE  co-sponsored two early season grower workshops – one at Beltz Cranberry in 
Warrens, and the other at Elm Lake Cranberry in Wisconsin Rapids on Wednesday, April 22.  More than 
125 participants attended the two workshops, available to growers at no charge.  

These events are held each spring to update growers on new management practices and strategies for 
the growing season, review of winter impacts on crop, new crop production tools available, and informal 
discussions on the 2015 growing season.  Topics included Bravo restrictions  possible replacement 
options, growing degree day calculator, virus research updates, weed management strategies, 
pollination, cold hardiness and root physiology.

E e u e re r  e r   President Mahoney invited Tom Lochner to present his Executive 
Director s report to the members.  Lochner thanked Bill Wolfe and his crew at Wisconsin River Cranberry 
for hosting the Summer Field Day meeting and the WSCGA staff of Susan De Rouchey, Crystal Johnston 
and Tod Planer for the event support.  e also expressed his appreciation to the W Extension faculty, to 
Matt Lippert, and to the other members of the Education Committee for their leadership and participation 
in providing the mini-clinics.  Lochner also thanked the WSCGA Associate Members who were exhibiting, 
as well as the on-site vendors and Baum s Mercantile, and the WSCGA Grower Members in attendance 
for their support.  

Lochner provided a short summary and brief remarks on four primary topics of interest to Wisconsin 
Growers:  
 -  Legislative – state budget, W projects and positions
 -  Water – ground water and high capacity wells
 -  Pollination – restrictions on use of pesticides
 -  Research – WSCGAs capital campaign goal of 750,000 for a long-term sustainable  
    research facility.

Leader  a  In r du n  - Mark Mahoney introduced Greg Fanning of the WCREF Cranberry 
Leadership Development Committee.  Fanning introduced members of the WCREF Leadership 
Development Committee, who worked together to plan the third-year sessions for the Cranberry 
Leadership Development Program CLDP .  In addition to Fanning, committee members include:  Nodji 

an Wychen, Fawn Gottschalk, Jeff opkins, Jenna an Wychen, and Amy Gebhardt.  Next, Fanning 
asked members of the third leadership class to join him at the front of the room for introduction of:  Justin 

enry, David Bartling, John Duckart, Gabriella Liddane, John Moss, Beth Oemichen, Mike McElroy, Jeff 
Peterson, Cardell Potter, Adam Smedbron, Theo Olson, and Danielle Faber.

Mark Mahoney then invited Jon Field, the NRCS District Conservationist and Cranberry Liaison from 
Juneau County to say a few words.  Field indicated that Nutrient Management planning work continues 
and cranberry growers are asked to work with their local NRCS  SDA office representatives going 
forward.  e also indicated the next deadline for the E IP program applications is October 2.

d u ne  - None

Ne  u ne  – Mark Mahoney announced that Jim Peterson, the industry icon known to many as 
Mr. Cranberry  is planning to retire after 8 years with Ocean Spray Cranberries at the end of August.  

In recognition of his many cranberry industry contributions, WSCGA and the Board of Directors provided 
Jim Peterson with a fishing pole, as a gift of appreciation, to enjoy in his retirement.  President Mahoney 
also presented a plaque with special recognition to Jim Peterson, featuring a certificate granting lifetime 
permission for Peterson to fish on more than 50 WSCGA owner member marsh properties.  Jim Peterson 
noted that it seemed fitting to announce his retirement at Wisconsin River Cranberry, since Bill Wolfe s 
father, Lloyd Wolfe, originally hired Jim Peterson at Ocean Spray Cranberries 8 years ago in 1967.

Ad urn en  - There being no further business, Mark Mahoney entertained a motion to adjourn.  David 
Amundson made a motion to adjourn the meeting.  Tom Gardner seconded the motion.  All were in favor 
and motion carried.  
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A demonstration of an nmanned Aerial ehicle A  was provided by Brian Luck of W Extension.  
pdates and presentations were provided by W researchers Amaya Atucha, Jed Colquhoun, Jack Perry 

and Beth Workmaster.  Crop consultants also provided observations from the field. 

Summer Meeting, Field Day and Trade Show
The 128th Summer Annual Meeting, Field Day and Trade Show was held at the Wisconsin River 
Cranberry in Nekoosa. With beautiful summer weather and a great turn-out, this year s event was hosted 
by Bill Wolfe and his marsh staff. An estimated crowd of nearly 1,000 people attended and participated 
in the event. Marsh bus tours were held from 9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.  There were also 3 mini sessions for 
growers to attend and 87 on-site exhibits. More than 800 lunches were served between 11:00 a.m. and 
1:00 p.m.

WSCGA NEWS
Each month members of the WSCGA are provided with up to date information on the cranberry industry, 
news, activities and anything that would be of interest to the growers of Wisconsin s number one fruit 
crop.  WSCGA coordinates the publication of the newsletter and solicits articles from a cross section of 
organizations and individuals.  The S is distributed in both print and electronic form with over 500 
people on the subscription list.

Weather Forecasting
The Wisconsin Cranberry Board, Inc. has provided funding for weather forecasting services for decades.  
WSCGA administers the program for the industry.  Working with forecasters from Great Lakes Weather 
Services daily forecasts are available online and via a toll free number.  The forecasts are specific to 
cranberry farms and are an important tool for growers as they make decisions about management 
practices such as frost protection.  The forecasts are available April 15 through October 31.

Associate Member Programs
The WSCGA has an active program for the businesses that support the industry in the state. 
Associate Membership in WSCGA allows these companies to participate in a wide variety of marketing 
opportunities.  The most popular are the Winter and Summer Trade Shows, Advertising programs in the 
WSCGA S and the Summer Meeting publications. Associate members are also actively involved in 
industry events such as the annual Cranberry Open Golf Outing and the Sporting Clays Shoot.   
A committee of the Associate membership works with WSCGA Staff to develop and conduct these 
programs.  ighlights for 2015 include:

er Trade Show
The event conducted in conjunction with the Wisconsin Cranberry School and the WSCGA Winter 
Meeting, the 2015 Trade show was held on Wednesday, January 21 at the oliday Inn otel and 
Convention Center in Stevens Point WI.  The 2015 show included 9  exhibitors at the event – 
including 8 new exhibitors.  In addition to the Expo Room and Main allway, exhibitor booth space 
was provided in the commons area adjacent to school session meeting rooms.  All exhibitors are 
Associate Members of the WSCGA. 

This was also the first year the WSCGA offered online trade show registration AND membership 
payment via credit card for all WSCGA new and renewing members.  Paying for WSCGA 

GA u er Mee ng M nu e   Augu  , 201
n n er ran erry any   Ne a, I

The 2015 Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association Summer Meeting was called to order by 
President Mark Mahoney on Wednesday - August 5, 2015 at 1:30 p.m. at Wisconsin River Cranberry 
Company in Nekoosa, Wisconsin.  Mark Mahoney welcomed the growers in attendance, and thanked 
the host marsh staff and WSCGA staff, including Tom Lochner, Susan DeRouchey, Crystal Johnston, and 
Tod Planer for coordinating the Summer Field Day event, along with the WSCGA Education Committee 
members.  A recognition plaque was then presented to Bill Wolfe, owner of Wisconsin River Cranberry 
for hosting this year s Field Day event.  

ya y - The Cranberry Festival Royalty group from Warrens, WI was introduced by Mark Mahoney.  
Members introduced themselves and shared information about the upcoming Warrens CranFest.  
Members included:
 -  Princess Olivia Engel
 -  Princess Tatiana Briggs
 -  ueen Brielle Lueck

e a  Gue   Mark Mahoney introduced special guests attending the event and in the audience, 
including: 
 -  Jeffrey Lyon, Wisconsin DATCP Deputy Secretary
 -  Juli Speck, Wisconsin DATCP
 -  Dan Smith, Wisconsin DATCP
 -  MaryAnn Lippert, Wisconsin Dept. of Administration 
 -  Dan Baumann, Wisconsin Dept. of Natural Resources
 -  Katherine andenBosch, W Madison CALS Dean 
 -  Nancy anderMeer, Legislator

e re ary  e r   Mark Mahoney referred to the 2015 Winter Meeting Minutes printed on pages 5 -
55 in the Summer Field Day Meeting Program Book.   Nodji anWychen moved and David Amundson 
seconded a motion to waive reading of the January 21, 2015 Meeting minutes, and to approve minutes 
as printed.  Motion carried.  

GA ard Me er   Mark Mahoney introduced to the audience each member of the WSCGA 
Board of Directors, including: 
 -  Tom Gardner, ice President
 -  Tyler Walker, Secretary
 -  John Stauner, Treasurer
 -  David Amundson

Mar  e gn n  Mark Mahoney noted that each year at the Field Day event, the WSCGA 
recognizes marsh milestone anniversaries.  In recognition of the 75th anniversary of the Gottschalk 
Cranberry marsh in Wisconsin Rapids, President Mahoney made a plaque presentation to Guy 
Gottschalk and daughter, Fawn Gottschalk, and indicated the Gottschalk Cranberry would be the host of 
the 2020 Summer Field Day Meeting, in honor of their 80th year marsh anniversary.

-  Nicole ansen
-  Mike Moss
-  Karl Pippenger
-  Carl Salzwedel
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membership and trade show booth online saves time for exhibitors, and allows them to select their 
own booth location. Nearly 60% of exhibitors registered for the Trade Show via Booth Boss, a vendor-
contracted online registration system.    About 18% of Associate Members paid WSCGA membership 
online via credit card in the first year this service was offered.  

Also new in 2015, Marshfield Clinic – National Farm Medicine Center provided a free skin cancer 
screening clinic for all event participants. After providing only an age range, residence zip code and 
category of occupation information, booth visitors received a free analysis of any skin concerns with 
8 doctors and dermatology specialists from Marshfield Clinic.  Free skin care products and sun hats 
were provided to booth attendees.  

Trade show time was also increased for Cranberry School attendees, after the morning Opening 
Session.  For maximum flexibility, the extra time allowed school registrants to visit exhibits prior to 
the start of the Cranberry School from 8:00 to 9:00 am, during scheduled breaks, and during the 
3 designated lunch times.  Trade Show exhibitors provided samples, demonstration, shared new 
materials, exhibited on-site equipment, and introduced new products and services.  

Summer Trade Show
The 2015 Summer Trade Show was held in conjunction with the WSCGA Summer Meeting and Field 
Day at Wisconsin River Cranberries in Nekoosa, WI.  The trade show include both indoor and outdoor 
booths with 87 total booth spaces occupied for the event on August 5.The Summer Trade Show is the 
largest grower event held by the WSCGA.

ANNUAL MEETING 

January 20, 2016

Agenda

     1:00 PM Call to Order

 Minutes from the 2015 Summer Meeting 

  •  Tyler Walker, Secretary

 Election of Directors 

  •  John Stauner, Chair - Nominating Committee

 Report of the President 

   •  Mark Mahoney

 Report of the Executive Director 

  •  Tom Lochner

 Special Presentations:

 WSCGA Public Policy Program Strategies, Tactics and Action 

 WSCGA Communications Programs – Setting the Stage for a   

 Positive Image for Cranberry Growing in Wisconsin 

  •  Kris Naidl, Laughlin Constable 

  •  Kathryn Whitlock, Laughlin Constable

 Report of Committees

 Other Business

     2:30 PM Adjourn




